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Abstract
The Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company, established in 1896 by A.F. Kempton and
supported by a group oflocal fmers, became the nation's largest mutual within years of
its creation. Orighally founded as a township mutual, the company quickly discovered
that in order to control risk, growth outside of the region was necessary. By 1943, the
company had become a national company and had pondered a move into the United
States. This thesis explores the idea of risk management and the structure that it spawned
as it pertains to this mutual insurance company to 1943. The thesis also contends that the
leadership of two men, A.F. Kempton and CM. Vanstone, was responsible for the
successful development of the company over the nearly fi*

year perïod. Although

based in part on Alfied D. Chandler k ' s business theones, the thesis is in contrast to
Chandler's theones regarding the importance of middle management in developing
efficient businesses. It instead argues that this srnall business relied on strong centralized
leadership and transitions in that leadership to build an effective, weil managed national
company. It also explores the role of expansion and policyholder selection as methods
for controllhg nsk.
Based on the records of the Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company Archives
located at 19 1 Broadway Ave. in Winnipeg Manitoba, the thesis is broken down into two
sections each with two chapters. The first section discusses the structure of the company
and the roles of leadership and the evolving nature of business management within the

company while the second half examines the development of the nsk management
strategy.
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If you're honest and tmstworthy, a worker and good pay,
And are looking for protection, should a £irecorne your way,
There's a Company who wants you and will guard you day by day.
"It's the good old WAWANESA,"

When your building catches fKe and by a wicked wind is fanned,
And spreads to aU the others till you've nothing Ieft but land,
There's a Company to Save you with a cheque in your hand.
"It's the good old WAWANESA-"
When a f i e is on a rampage, and rates would keep apace,
When high protection threatens and stares you in the face,
There's a Company with assets to keep others in their place.
"It's the good old WAWANESA."

What Company supplies you with extinguishers so fine,
With reductions of your premiwn on either cash or tirne,
And replaces them when used by you without a single dime?
'Tt's the good old WAWANESA."
Then, if needing good protection, just see their agent quick,
Sign up his application, and with your contract stick.
It's a Company who wili pay you without a single kick.
Yt's the good old WAWANESA."

By H. Leslie Pearen
Wawanesa Agent
At
Borden, Saskatchewan

In L 8 96, as the number of settlers on the Prairies grew and the value of farm assets
increased, a young salesman, Alonzo Kernpton, his niend bookkeeper C.D. K m , and
local farmer Alexander Naismith, met in the middle of Naismith's rural Manitoba field to

-

' Found in Holden - Correspondence 1935.

ponder the difficulties in dealing with Eastern insurance companies. The problem, they
concluded, was that these companies fÏom the east did not understand the needs of the
western famier. The solution was a simple one: start an insurance company, Insure the
f m e r s ' most valuable commodities at reasonable rates, a d schedule payment plans to
meet the f m e r s ' financial year. Starting the company was relatively easy; sustainkg it
was another story. In its f h t fifty years, the company weathered two world wars,
numerous recessions, and the longest depression of the twentieth century. Nevertheless,
throughout the entire period, the company expanded geographically and hancidly in

both rural and urban areas. By 1943 the company that had started as a dream in a field
had become in reality one of Canada's largest insuance companies.

Finding an apt description of fifly years of one company's history was a difficult
task. At Joan Berry's twentieth anniversary gatherïng, however, the answer became
clear2 Berry, a manager with the company, stated that she had come back to the
company after a brief departwe because of Wawanesa's rurai roots. Berry was not the
only person in the company's 105-year history to come back to Wawanesa because of its

small town approach to a big industry. Employee after employee tell the same tale; they
came to Wawanesa because it was the company with the big roots in the little t o m .
Regardless of the location of the representative, despite the growing share of business
that was coming out of an increasingly urban Canada, al1 decisions up to 1943 were based

on the idea that the people in rural Canada had made the company a success.

'ï h e 20" Anniversary gatherîng for Ms. Berry took place on September 15,2000 at Wawanesa's
Executive Office in Winnipeg Manitoba. She stated, "1 came back to Wawanesa, 1believe, because o f its
niral roots." She orïginally worked at the Wawanesa Head Office in Wawanesa, Manitoba, durùig the mid1970s. After leaving the company for a short tirne, Berry rehmed to Wawanesa as a clerk in the
collections office in Winnipeg and worked her way up to Manager in the Coiiections (or Direct BiU)
Department.

The early twentieth century was a period of change and transition for Canadians.
This thesis wili cover the period between 1896 and 1943 as experienced by a Canadian

business. It will commence with the creation of the company in 1896 and then explore
the years under Alonzo Kempton's management until 1922 when he was forced to resign.

Next the discussion wül himto the years fiom 1922 to 1943, and the management of Dr.
C.M. Vanstone, A.F. Kempton's very aggressive successor. Vanstone's era came to an

end when the Board of Directors forced his retirernent at the age of 73. The fifty years
covered coincide with Wawanesa's transition fkom a srnaii rural business to a national
enterprise. This period also parallels a trend of growth and expansion in Canadian
business.
The successfùl expansion of the company was rooted in sound business practices
and aggressive leadership. The key to establishing a strong insurance business during the
beginning of the tw-entiethcentury was good underwrïting and carefül expansion into
different areas of business and different regions of Canada. The history of the Wawanesa
Mutual insurance Company is a study in contrast to many of its contemporaries because
of both its expansion and its size by 1943, sitting as the leader in mutuai fire insurance
across Canada. Thus, the principal problem fay in how a f m e r ' s mutual made the
successful transition to a major national insurance company.
There are two key elements in the success of the Wawanesa Mutual Insurance

Company. The first was its ability to carelklly select business. The policyholder
selection, or risk management policy, was initiateci during the World War One era
because the company had p w n to a point where decisions could no longer be made by a
select group of people. As the company grew, implementing a clear risk management

policy, which controlled both growth and risks, resuited in a successful insurance
business. As tirne progressed, however, risk management became an integral part of

expansion across Canada. The second was in its successful diversification, both regional
and social. In venturing into eastern Canada and uito urban dweiiings, and automobiles,

Wawanesa came to resemble those types of companies it had originally intended to
displace. The aggressive, and sometimes discriminatory, policies adopted by the
company created a company by 1943 that represented the primarily Anglo-Saxon. middle
class individuai, whether in an urban or rurai setting.
Although regionalism and the study of business are both important components in
any discussion of Wawanesa, the very basic problem is the significance of its origin as a

mutual insurance company. This separates it fiom many of the "big narne" insurance

companies like Lloyd's of London or the Hartford insurance company because the
mutual pnnciple States that the company is owned by its policyholders and not by
financially motivated stockholders. A mutual, by definition, has traits similar to a
cooperative, but in most circles was not considered to be an integral part of the
cooperative rn~vement.~
Even though the Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company
participated in the cooperative movement sporadically and Çianciaily supporteci the
budding cooperative organizations, the company viewed this involvement as aiding
h e r s , their primary clientele. The mutual fonn of insurance not only separated
Wawanesa f?om the cooperative movement; it also alienated it tiom the insurance
industry. Often labeled by the "board" or shareholder companies as unstable and
insecure, Wawanesa was generally shut out of insurance organizations during the early
Ian Macpherson. Each for All: A Histow of the Co-oneratîve Movement in Ennlish Canada 1900 1945. (Toronto: Macmiilan Company, 1979).

part of the history. The final problem when studying Wawanesa is that it was in many

respects distinct fiom other mutual insurance companies. A large nurnber of mutuai
insurance companies were started, like Wawanesa, to serve specific population in a
d e h e d area in Canada, usually a township. These township muhials, as they will be
referred to in this thesis, rarely grew beyond the boundaries they set for thernselve~.~
The

result was that Wawanesa became the largest mutual in Canada in the mid-teens and has
remained in that position ever since. Separation fkom the insurance industry, the

cooperative movement, and f?om other township rnuhials during its nrst thirty years
helped to define the values that the company founders viewed as important, but makes
the links to larger movements difficult,

In the history of business there have been two approaches to examining the
success of a company. The first evaluated whether the leaders of the companies were

"robber barons" or "industrial statesmedJ This movement was initiated in the postWorld War Two period and had its epicenter at Harvard University. Business historians

between the mid-1940s and early 1960s asserted that businessmen were at the center of
the successfÙ1 development of business. The company, they argued, reflected the
personality and leadership of the person at its head. The entrepreneurïal school of
thought, although valid in its approach, crumbled under the more practical and applicable
theories of A.D. Chandler.

-

4

-

-

The phrase "township" is not rneant as a Iiteral descriptionbut instead is meant to suggest that the munial
served the region it was loçated in.
Richard R John, "Elabratioas, Revisions, Dissents: Alfred D. Chandler, k ' s , The Visible Hand after
Twenty Years," Business Historv Review 7 1 (Summer 1997) p. 162

A.D. Chandler advanced a uew theory in 1959 with his article, "The Beginnuigs

of 'Big Business' in American industry," which explored the structure of business? This
systematic examination of business lead to Stratew and ~tructure.~
Chandler believed
the business historian could measure the success of a company by exploring the creation
of middle management and policies, which reflected attention to structure and resulted in
efficiency, the holy grail of business. Strategv and Structure was followed by The
Visible Hand, which took the p ~ c i p l e advanced
s
in the £kt book one step m e r
arguing that market capital and changes in business were not guided by invisible forces,
but were instead managed through technological and communications advancements.

The Visible Hand has become the primer for business history. Although the strategy and
structure model is interesting, it ex&ed

the history of large industrial corporations that

had already expenenced some measure of success. Chandler ofien skips the early history
of companies and beguis his exploration where the Company begins to show some s i g of

corporate structure in the development of middle management. In the modern study of
business, Chandler's efficiency model is generally the theory that is applied. This thesis,
however, will argue that part of the reason for Wawanesa's success was the effectiveness
of its leadership. The decision to proceed in this manner is predicated on the belief that
Chandler's theory, although usefùl in assessing the development of large businesses, has
limited application in the examination of small business and overlooks the importance of

early business leaders.

-

Alfred D. Chandler Ir., "The Begînnïngs of 'Big Business' in Amencan Industry," Business Histow
Review, 33 (Spring 1959).
Alfied D. Chandler Jr. Strateav and Structure: Chimters in the Historv of the Industrial Enterprise.
Cambridge: M-I.T. Press, 1962.
ci

One of the other problems with applying Chandler's theories to the insurance
indus-

is apparent in his discussion of the development of the ïndustry. He states that

insurance companies remaineci "large bureaucratic enterprises carrying out a single major
activity through a centralized fkctionaliy departmentalized organizational stni~twe."~
However, Wawanesa did not move to the large bureaucratic enterprises that Chandler
discusses. Additionally, his theories are difficuit to apply because insurance companies
tend to sel1 assurances not products, making the relation between issues like
transportation and distriïution systems more troublesome, One of the other central
difficulties in applying Chandler is that his work is focused on the United States.
Although many business trends did cross the border, situations related to issues such as
Arnencan isolationism in the early twentieth century skews some of the analysis he
offers. For example, Chandler explains the decision of Arnerican insurance companies to
expand within the continental United States as a direct result of European states blocking
Arnerican insurance companies. He implies that development of hl1 lines of insurance

was related to the U.S. isolationist policies. This thesis will argue, in contrast, that the
decision for Wawanesa was related to risk management and that the implications of other
social factors were not as important to the relatively small mutual.

The entrepreneurial school of business contends that the only figures that tmly
n~.~
counted in the development of a Company were those who led the c ~ r n ~ a Although
this was an interesting theory and is relevant in some respects, it overlooks those who

* Alfied D.Chandler Jr.

The Visible Hand: The Mananerial Revolution in American Business.
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1977. p.472
Arthur H. Cole Business Entemrise in its Social Setting. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1959;
Arthur H. Cole ed. Change and the Entrepreneur: Postulates and Patterns for Entremeneuriai HistorvCambridge: Harvard University Press, 1949; Fritz Redlich. Steemd in Two Cultures: A Selection of
Essavs. New York: A T o r c h h k Lbrary Editioa, 197 1 ;Fritz Redlich. The Modlina of American
Banking: Men and Ideas. New York: Hafher Publishing Company, Inc., 195 1.

were responsible for the ninning of the office. This is an aspect of business that Alfied
Chandler also overlooks. Businesses, in his opinion, are to a large degree run by those in
middle management. Although labour scholars would undoubtedly argue that the
labourer is the most important part of the corporate structure, their focus tends to lean
towards the unionized labourer who works in an industrialized settuig. Although ail of
these theones are useful in their own contexts, they tend to ignore the agent, secretary,
clerk, or "inspector" in an insurance history.
A &ai group of historians discusses the implications of changing gender roles as

a result of the early twentieth cenhiry administrative revolution. Although the

examination of gender in the workforce is important, for those working at Wawanesa, the
implications of gendered definitions of working roles were less significant because these
women did not intend to pursue these clerical roles as permanent positions. Those who
did, generally achieved some degree of success and authority. The result is that, although
interesting, studies iike those by Graham ~ o w e "are difficult to apply to the history of
the Wawanesa Mutual insurance Company.

Examining a relatively smail business would normally pose a number of

problems, not the least of which would be documentation. The Wawanesa Mutual
Insurance Company, however, was extraordinary because it preserved nurnerous
documents f?om the inception of the company.

'

The result is a substantial pnvate

archive to which fbll access was granted. The documents range fiom correspondence to
the legal documents that allowed the company to operate. Also crucial are the Board of

10

Graham S. Lowe, "Class, Job and Gender in the Canadian Office," LaboudLe Travailleur, 10 (Autumn

1982), 11-37.
11

The Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company Archives are located at the Executive Offices in Winnipeg
Manitoba at 19 1 Broadway Ave.

Directors' Minute Books fiom 1896 to the present- The Directors, most o f whom were
cclocai"bushessmen or farmers, held the meetings semi-monthly. The relevant books,
with the exception of the perïod between 1906 and 1916, are ail present. In order to

compensate for this void, other publications will be the focus of study during this period.
The directors' minutes shed light on the day to day operations of the company with their
content varying from claùns to employee management. Also contained in these minutes
is the month to month expense reports and a record of the new business, adveaising

records, agents commission listings, as well as the occasional travel report. In these
books, a researcher is given a broad o v e ~ e w
of the company's operations and where the
Company was going. The other group of documents which are of interest is the collection
of advertising material that covers the period explored. These advertisements Vary and

include everything from magazine advertîsements to gimmicks hcluding calendars that
were given to people.
The most important of the documents held in the Wawanesa Archives is the
correspondence between M.C. Holden and Dr. C.M. Vanstone between 1932 and 1943.
Holden served as both the W ' i p e g Branch Manager and the Vancouver Branch
Manager during this period. Holden became the Managing Director in 1948, afier the
retirement of H.E. Hemmons. Holden appears to have developed a close relationship

with Dr. Vanstone over this period of time. It is likely that Vanstone had been grooming
Holden to take over the role of Managing Director. ln this aimost daily correspondence,

Dr. Vanstone discusses everything fiom the runnïng of the day to day operation of the
company to his opinions on different classes of people and different ethnic groups. Also

contained in these letters are discussions of the depression and the Second Wodd War

and their impact on both the company.
The one other noteworthy collection of "documents" is the oral hîstory collection.
The e s t half of the collection, entitled the Milton Holden Oral History Project, contains
tapes that were recorded between 1968 and 1972 prîmarily by Milton Holden. The

interviews were conducted with retired and long-term employees of the company. These
people range in age and experience fiom the 1896 secretary to the branch managers of the
time. The vast majonty of the people interviewed held a minimum rank of department
manager, although there were a couple of secretarïes. These i n t e ~ e w contain
s
stories
about the former (and now deceased) Managing Directors aud branch managers who
were responsible for the expansion and development of Wawanesa between 1896 and
1943. These tapes have recently been summarized and are now in indexed sumaries.

Finally, the town of Wawanesa wrote its history in 1988, entitied Si~iweske:
Li& through the trees. LOO vears of the Wawanesa district. This book provides not only

a history of the businesses and community organizations that developed withïn the town

of Wawanesa, but also the history of the townspeople as written by family. By using this
history of the community, one is allowed to profile those individuals who started and
worked for the company. It is also possible to identim what individuals did before,
during, and after being active participants in the starting and running of the company. As

well, because the company had become such an important part of the community, the
personal histories generally note whether the individuals were ever involved with the
company.

Although the primary documents are extensive, the secondary sources are not as
plentifil. The result is that a nurnber of works were consulteci which were relevant in
some regard but no one book served as a comprehensive mode1 for this study. There

were two central problerns. The first is that the study of insurance in Canada is not one
that has been taken up by academic historians. The books published tend to be

cornm*ssionedby individual companies as advertking. The second problem is that small

business history is aIso a field in which 1ittie work has been done. The end result is an
eclectic collection of materials f?om a number of different areas of historySmall business in Canada, despite its prevalence, has not been the focus of any
comprehensive study. Although some historians such as Barry Boothman have looked
briefly at small business as part of an exploration towards larger companies, the field

rernaîns relatively underdeveloped. I2 In the United States, Mansel Blackford in A
History of Small Business in America took up the study of small business in a .attempt to
offer some logic for why small businesses survive or fail.I3 Blaclcford argues that the

relationship between small business and big business changed significantly over one
hundred years. This also entailed a change in public attitude during the period between
1880 and 1990. Internally, small business also evolved, particularly in the way the office

was managed. Blackford argues that the managerial style in srnall business was usually

simple and revolved around a single person who knew and understood his staff. This,
Blackford believes, is what separates large industry fiom many small businesses. His
definition and description of management roles were particularly important and, while he

" Barry Boothman, "High Fïnance/Low Sîrategy: Corporate Collapse in the Canadian h l p and Paper
Industry, 19 19 - 1932," Business Histow Review 74 (Winter 2000): 6 1 1-56.
13
Mansel G. BIackford. A Histonr of Small Business in Amenca (New York: Twayne Pubiishers, 199 1)-

does not reject Chandler's notions of business organization, Blackford does believe that
there is a significant difference between the two types ofbusinesses, lending support to

the ideas put forth here.

The absence of a comparable study of Canadian small business is regrettable since
studies of large enterprises and general business interpretations implicitly argue a history

of decline and failure for smail regional &S.

The late nineteenth century and early

twentieth century were periods of great change for business in Canada. New ideas were

introduced and adopted and the growing national economy demandeci more of its
institutions. Graham Taylor and Peter Baskerville's A Concise Historv of Business in
Canada explores the development of Canadian business fkom L663. They argue that

during the late nineteenth century "communities of interest" developed in Montreal and
Toronto which controlled the financial industry in Canada. This development, although
perhaps acceptable in these two urban centers, eclipsed "other aspirants in the Maritimes

and Western canada."14 This spheres of interest argument supports the notion that
Wawanesa was created as a revolt against Eastern insurance companies who were

members of these communities of interest. This control by a Iimited group of individuals
resulted in the alienation of Western farmers. Ironically, Taylor and Baskerville's study
focuses on the larger industries in Eastern Canada, overlooking small business in Western
Canada.

The study of economic regional underdevelopment is one that has been well
docurnented by historians over the past twenty years. Many of the examinations use Tom
Naylor's 1975 two-volume examination, The Historv of Canadian Business 1867 - 1914,

13

Graham Taylor and Peter Baskervilte, A Concise Historv o f Business in Canada. (Toronto: Oxford
University Press, 1994) p. 252.

as the basis for their arguments. Naylor argues that commercial and financial capital
exploiteci the resource base thus leading to a weakness in industrial d e v e ~ o ~ m e n tHe
-'~

also argues that ''Maritirne underdevelopment and the Loss of its financial independence
went hand in hand."'6 Although his arguments have been labeled as extreme by some
historians, his contention that the transfer of h d s fkom the Maritimes to central Canada

hurt hinterland development highlights an important trend in Canadian economic history.
The idea that the perïpheral regions h d e d economic development in Centrai Canada,
although difficult to prove, suggests what lay at the root of discontent between "the east"
and 'Wie west" in the early twentieth century.

In a theme similar to that of Tom Naylor, T.W. Acheson argues that Macdonald's
National Policy caused hancial ruin in the Maritimes. He explains that the transfer of
funds to Central Canada resulted in the creation of a resource based economy with little
means to support itself He believes that "defensive nationalism, a desire to protect the

economy from outside economic forces," resulted in the development of the railroad and
'900 rapid expansion of the ~ e s t . " ' ~
The capital center moved fkom the Maritimes to
Montreal and Toronto in turn re-creating the Maritimes as a periphery economy. This
dependant economy was lefi to its own devices without the industrial base to support

itself and reliant on the Central Canadian industry for goods as a result of hi& tariffs.
This reliance on Central Canada, although historians like Acheson admit it is difficult to

I5 Tom Naylor. The Historv o f Canadian Business 1867 - 19 14 Volume One. (Toronto: James Lorimer &
Company, 1975.) p. xix.
I6 ibid. p. 150.
i7
T.W. Acheson, "The Maritimes and 'Empire Canada'," Canada and the Burden of Utiitv ed. David Jay
Bercuson (Toronto: The Macmillan Company of Canada Ltd., 1977) 92.

quanti@, was also a source of strain between the peripheral economies of Western and
Maritime Canada and the economic and industrial centre,
Although numerous articles have been written in support of the economic regional
underdevelopment theory, some like Neil Quigley, Ian Drummond, aod Lewis Evans
have opposed this argument. In their article, 'Regional Transfers of Funds through the

Canadian Bankuig System and Maritime Economic Development, 1895 - 1935," they
refute the notion the banks were responsible for t r a n s f e g capital out of the Maritime
region to other parts of the country and the world, and as a result deprived the area of
much needed capital for economic gr~wth.'~
Quigley et al. argues that there is no

evidence to support these claims. They add that the expansion outside of the Maritime
region was necessary to maintain competitive rates of interest for the Royal Bank of
Canada (RBC) and the Bank of Nova Scotia (BNS), both of which were heavily criticized
for their roles in t r a n s f e g capital. They also argue that expansion beyond regional

boundaries was essential to the growth and competitiveness of RBC and BNS. These two
financial institutions, like Wawanesa, discovered that it was necessary to spread nsk over
a large area in order to rernain financially feasible.

FinaIly, Gerald Friesen has exploreci the dichotomy of Prairie Canada. His
regional study argues that the Prairies developed as a resource based economy balancing

the Prairie wheat with the timber and "hydro electric resources" of the Northem regions
of the provinces. Fnesen descnies the early twentieth century as being a period on the
Prairies when "an agriculhiral economy was set in place and the political arrangements of

''

Neil Quigley, Ian Drummond and Lewis Evans, "Regionai Transfers of Funds through the Canadian
Banking System and Maritime Economic Development, 1895 - 1935," Fann Factorv and Fortune: New
Studies in the Economic Histow of the Maritime Provinces, ed. Kns I n w d (Fredericton: Acadiensis
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a democratic capitalist state were chailenged and c ~ ~ e d Beyond
. " ~his~discussion of
regional definition within Canada, his examination of the dynamics of Western society is

also of interest. Friesen argues that the early twentieth century brought about a growing
awareness of the socio-economic class and ethnic identities of settlers." This suggests
that Wawanesa's classification of nsk, discussed in chapter four, were def'ined not only
by growing amounts of data that the company had collected but were organized by new
social identities within society.

Econornic development in Western Canada was significantly different nom that
of the East because ofits separation fiom the rest of Canada. In 1896, when Kempton
and Kerr proposed the new insurance company, they decided on a munial company

instead of a company that was run strictly for profit like "board companies" that were
cornmon in the era. Wawanesa's promoters viewed their company as a "sîrictly

CO-

operative, strictly farmers' mutuai" that set it apart fiom other c ~ m ~ a n i e s The
.~'
secondary sources for insurance CO-operativesare negligible and as a result, the
secondary sources examine other aspects of the CO-operativemovement in order to
understand Wawanesa as a part of such a movement.
Ian MacPhersonTsEach for All: A History of the Co-Operative Movement in

English Canada. 1900- 1945 examines the development of the CO-operativemovement in
Canada by arguing that the movement had four key characteristics: "one man, one vote,"
insistence on neutrality in social matters, fixed retum on investment, and finally
dividends based on participation rather than on investment. Macpherson does

Gerald Fnesen. The Canadian Prairies: A History. (Toronto: University o f Toronto Press, 1987.)p. 4.
Ibid., p.300.
A.F. Kempton "New and Stnaii Companies: A few words about New and Small Fanner's Mutual F i e
Insurance Companies," Strictly Co-operative (pamphlet) 19 16(?) Company Philosophy 1920- 1972.
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aclmowledge the presence of mutuai insurance in Canada and specifically mentions the
Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company_ However, Macpherson writes off the mutual
form early in his book, suggesting that mutuai insurance did not subscribe to the same
cooperative characteristics as outlined above and played only a minute role in Canada's
cooperative movement.
The mutual form of insurance is overlooked in nurnerous other places because it
does not meet the criteria for a cooperative, nor is it like other foms of insuance
companies. Only Jack L u f i ' s article, "Property Insurance for Iowa Fmners: The Rise
of the Mutuals," addresses issues similar to those in this thesis. Lu&in's study argues
that "the development of mutuai insurance companies in Iowa demonstrates how their

leaders adapted to increasingly complex economic forces affecting fanners, while at the
same tirne accommodating the farmers' valued sense of locdism and communïty
cooperation during the mutuals' formative years.'"

LuMn believes that the fanners of

Iowa, much like the western Canadian fanner, did not trust the eastem insurance
companies. The result was the establishment of a number of small, local, mutual
insurance companies that started in the same fashion as Wawanesa.
Although Luflan's study explores one aspect of insurance history, it is a rare
examination. There is only one other academic exploration of insurance history. This
study was Clive Trebifock's Phoenix Assurance and the Development of British

Insurance which covers the period between 1782 and 1870. Trebilock argues that the
Phoenix had three key components to its successfùl growth: a need to win trust, control

" Jack Lufkin, ''Property Insurance for Iowa Fanners: The Rise of the Mutuals," The Annals of Iowa 54
(Wùiter, 1995) p. 26

risk and maintain an agency system? This resulted in a nation-wide and evenhially
international company with iduence in the economy at the national level. In ways

consistent with Chandler's strategy and structure mode1 the company evolved into a
diversified multinational which necessitated the development of a significant middle
management. For Wawanesa, the daire to control nsk and maintain agents was the same
but on a smdler scale. The Phoenix existed during a time when expansion within both

Britain and the Americas was possible due to changes in technology and the advances in
industry- Trebilock also argues that by growing to a national sue, the Phoenix also had a
significant role in rnolding economic and policy changes in Bntain. The Phoenix also
experienced cornpetition but fiorn cornpetitors of similar size and experience. By the
time the Wawanesa Mutuai Insurance Company entered the market it faced daunthg
forces Iike the foreign, century old Phoenix. As a result, the history of Wawanesa is

marked by different social and economic climates and different challenges than those
faced by the Phoenix.

The other books focus on ninning individual companies. Unfortunately the
quality of other books pales in cornparison with that of Clive Trebilock's book. One of
the central problems is that insurance history appears to be relegated to the realm of

sponsored histories. Although not without merit' these studies lack an analytical
approach to the corporate history and view the past with an eye for success instead of

change, which c m sometimes involve failure and setbacks. For bistonans, the study of

insurance plays only a minor role in the exploration of business and economic history.

î3

Ibid,, p. xvii.

Ln Canada, the majonty of the material is again on îndividual companies and on
the organizations that developed to provide assistance to the industry. Two books

address development of generai insurance within Canada. The first, on Zurich Canada, is
A Personal History that covers 1923 to 1993, while The Underwriters: A Centuw of

Sem-ce 1883- 1983 examines the development of one insurance organization in Canada.
One of the few studies of a Canadian Mutual insurance company focuses on the
Gore Mutuai. Published in 1989 by the Gore Mutual, Rodenck Cunningham's The

Legacv of The Gore: Gore Mutual Insurance Company Est. 1839 "Bv Canadians for
Canadians" reveals some striking similarities to the Wawanesa ~utual." These
sirnilarities included the importance of entrepreneunal spirit and the desire to build a
Canadian insurance company to compete with larger British and American fïrms. The

significant difference is that the Gore Mutual was closer to industrialization and
urbanized areas than Wawanesa and served urban dwellers. The Gore was also slow to

move beyond its region and showed growth that was limited in cornparison with

Wawanesa after thirty years. By the early l92Os, the Gore was smaller than Wawanesa
in the mutual market, despite being over fifty years older.

In western Canada, despite the presence of a number of small, primarily mutual,

insurance companies, there have been no comprehensivehistones wrïtten. In life
insurance, the Great West Life Assurance Company which started in Winnipeg issued a

corporate history by Richard E. Bemett entitled "A House of Ouality It Has Ever Been."
based on its extensive collection of paper and oral sources. Bennett argues that strong
leadership was central to the development and growth of the company and that early

" Rodenck Cunningham, The Leaacv of The Gore: Gore Mutuai Insurance Company Est. 1889 "By
Canadians for Canadians." (Toronto: Cunningham Enterprises, 1989.)
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rapid expansion and a d i n g n e s s to take over other companies also proved important,
particularly in the early stages of Great West Life's growth. Uniike Wawanesa, the Great
West Life was a company that developed in an urban setting. Although well over half of
the consumers of the product they offered were fiom rural areas, the company centered
itself in an urban setting and placed on its board successfùl members of the Winnipeg
business community. The Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company board, on the other
hand, represented its membership and throughout the period discussed in this thesis,
consisted primarily of f m e r s . There was also a sense of professionalism at Great West
Life, which the early Board of Directors for Wawanesa appears initially to have lacked
but developed over time as the company grew and its needs changed. Bennet's book
offers both an understanding of how companies, and specificdy insurance companies,
developed on the Prairies.
Findy, the Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company has worked to preserve its

history in writing over the past one hundred and five years in the sarne manner as other
companies. The earliest history is found not on the bookshelf, but instead in the pages of
different magazines. The earliest, in Canadian Insurance, briefly examines how the
company began and where the author felt the company was headed? H.M. Jackson, the
article's author, clearly describes Wawanesa's steady growth since its inception in 1896.

Robert Collins for Maclean's Manazine in 1954, again briefly examines the roots of the
company and focuses on the new branch offices and the anticipated growth of the
c ~ r n ~ a n In
~ . 1963,
' ~ the company made its first attempt to complete a comprehensive

'S H.M.
Jackson, b6$L,500,000Industry in a Village of 500," Canadian insurance August 8, 1939. Holden
History 1889-1949.
Robert Collins, "The One Horse Town that Spawned a Giant," Madean's Magazine May 1, L954,pp- 202 1,60-65.
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examination of its h i s t o d 7 Unfortmately, this first attempt ended up being merely
fifteen pages, without citations to any sources- in addition, some of the information has

been proven unreüable. Finaily, in 1996, the company published a history to honour of
its centennial. Old Pathwavs, New Horizons: A Historv of the Wawanesa Munial
Insuronce Companv 1896-1996, although providing some useful factual information,
contains little on the early ninning of the company- Intended to be accessible to the
general public, the end result is a weli-illustrated bnef documentation of the company's
first one hundred years.
This thesis will attempt to fill the gap that exists in the secondary literature in
Canadian business history. In doing so, the paper wiii follow, to some extent, A.D.
Chandler's mode1 that each business has two key components which help it operate: a
structure and a strategy. As a resdt, the paper is broken down into two parts and each
part has two chapters. The k t half examines corporate structure and establishes the
importance of the leaders of the company, the agents, the employees of the company, and
the role played by advertising. The second half of the thesis explores strategies that the

company undertook to develop a strong company through aggressive expansion and risk
management.

The f i t chapter, "AU the Town's Men," examines the different personalities that
were responsible for the development of the Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company. In
this chapter the lives of Alonzo Kempton, Charles D. Kerr,Dr. C.M. Vanstone, Major
Smith, A.T. Hawley, and several mernbers of the Board of Directors are explored. In so
doing, their contribution to the company and their motivation for changing aspects of the
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company becomes clearer- Each of these men had a strong commitment to both
Wawanesa as a company and Canada's prairie West as a region. Wawanesa, like many
companies, evolved as it grew. Although many of the changes the company underwent
were a direct result of decisions made by those who managed the company, the
requirements needed in a manager or president also changed. The result was an evolution
in the type of person who ran the company. The changes in leadership on both the Board

of Directors and in the office infiuenced the type of decisions that were made. Ideas such
as risk management and expansion were direct results of changes in those at the h e h .
The second chapter, "Cailing All Good Men,"explores how Wawanesa advertised

and sold its business through agents and advertising and discusses briefly its cornpetitors.

The development of a strong network of agents for Wawanesa had been important since
the day the company went into operation. As the company expanded across the country,
the agent's role in successfbiiy writing good business became hcreasingly important.

The agents were considered to be the fiont line of defense against "moral hazards"
because the company could not determine this when writing the business at the Head
Office. The agents were complemented by a second smaller group of people who were
responsible for the day to day operation of the company. The employees of the
Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company were as important to the company as the agents
because the office staff and inspectors dlowed the cornpany to grow through their carefiil
selection and assessrnent of risk as well as their apparent ability to adapt to changes
allowing the company to see increased efficiency over a long perïod of tirne. Finally, the
chapter explores the role of advertising as an important component ofWawanesa.

Adveaising acted like agents and the office staff in that it selected and attracted a specific

clientele and reached those who might otherwise have not known about the compaoy.
This chapter balances the entrepreneurid argument advanced in chapter one with the

important components of the actwl business operation.

The third chapter of the thesis, 'TheGreat City on the Prairies," examines the
expansion of the Wawanesa Mutuai insurance Company. Expansion became a crucial
strategy to protect the company fkom risk. The expansion started initially as a move into

other lines of insurance, while the company rernained a township mutual. This,however,

was not practical. Expanding geographically allowed the company to avoid the threat of
disaster by spreading nsk across the West at first and eventually across Canada. This risk
management strategy was supported by the administrative staff discussed in chapter two

and was initiated by the entrepreneurs who viewed expansion as necessary and
achievable. The company also participated in corporate takeovers as a method of
successfully moving into each region because it allowed Wawanesa to select risks with a
good record and eliminate those that had resulted in the downfall of the small township
mutuals that it took over. The strategy was an excellent one, but steadily increasing
growth had drawbacks. The heavily centralized company ran into increased difficuities

in controlling the policies being sold and had to clearly define both who they were and
who they represented.

The final chapter, "Moral Hazards and Other Such Penls" explores the company's
risk management policy guidelines. The company was initially created as a farmers'
mutual, but as time passed the type of people the cornpany insured began to change. As
the company expanded across Canada, it had less direct control over decisions that were

made about the type of person that it could insure because company inspectors could not

inspect each rïsk and uicreasing relied on assessments made by agents. Nthough the
policy may have been discretely applied in the early days of the company, the policy does
not become clear until the company had grown well beyond the grasp of head office. In
order to limit the risk incurred, the company applied a policy that eliminated
policyholders based on moral character, class, and ethnicity. This selection of risk was
the underlying strategy for the company. In order for the risk management policy to be

successfully executed, it was necessary to create policies which reflected the values held
by the entrepreneurs and by the office staff, particularly those at Head Office in
Wawanesa.

Chapter 1:
"Mr- Wawanesa's": The Few Founders
When the Wawanesa Muhial Insurance Company was created in 1896, those who ran it

stmggled fkom day to day to keep it afloat. The corporate ideology of fainiess to the

insured demanded a serious commitment nom those who ran the company. The mutual
company ideal had its roots in s m d towns and Wawanesa was at first able to nin a mal1
town business with great success and little structure. As time progressed, however,

Wawanesa's operations grew to cover a huge tenitory and the lack of organization
eventually took its toll on the company. Although dedicated, the early head of the
company, A.F. Kempton, could not control the emerging giant with his ad hoc
managerial style. In 1922 the disorganized Kempton departeci, giving way to the

taskmaster C.M. Vanstone. The change in leadership marks a significant turning point in
the structure and organization of the company. Changes in office management achieved
greater efficiency which in tum resulted in the massive expansion in the early 1930s as
the company was able to deai more readily in greater volumes of business.

The task of establishing a company with a significant volume in premiums and
evolving to meet demands, however, would have been impossible without the dedication

of the men behind the policies. Often referred to as the "Mr. Wawanesa's" these men
established Wawanesa in the marketplace and then ensured that it remained cornpetitive.

This chapter will examine the careers of these men and argue that without their drive and
dedication, Wawanesa would have been like so many of its cornpetitors, limited to
townships or destined to failtire. In examining those who led the Wawanesa Mutual
Insurance Company, the chapter will contend that as the company grew, the qualities of

company leaders changed and an evolution to professional managers and employees
occurred. This transition is best viewed in examinhg Kempton anci Vanstone and their
careers with the company. For contrast, this chapter bnefly examines men corn other
companies, as welî as those who served Wawanesa in different capacities.
Small business in Canada was crucial to the development of the emnomy.
However, small business had problems which were unique. Unlike the massive industrial
corporations or highly structureci sectors like the raiiroads, small business relied heavily
on a limited number of individuals to nuithe companies. Mansel Blackford in "Small
Business in Arnerica" points out that small business ''management arrangements are
usually simple." He adds that, unlike larger businesses which had elaborate hierarchies,
smaller companies were able to fimction with a few managers who knew each other and
their employees personally.' Blackford also states that managerial change is crucial to
the success of any smaii business and suggests that stagnation ultimately led to disaster

for small bus in es^.^ in order to study small business, then, an examination of those
entrepreneurs leading companies and the managerial changes that occurred becomes
important to any understanding of companies like Wawanesa.

The Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company started in 1896 selling insurance on
threshing machines. For Wawanesa, the cost of insurance was based on knowledge of the
f m s and did not need to account for the higher costs of urban insurance in its premium.
At the end of the k t year of business, the company showed a profit of only $5.96. The

problem was inherent in the sale ofthresher insurance. Threshing machines

1
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were prone to f i e and it was difficult for the s m d insurance company to survive both
within the small region surrounding Wawanesa and on the sale of thresher insurance

alone. By the turn of the twentieth century, Wawanesa decided to move into fam
property insurance and out of threshing machine insurance. This move was folIowed by
an expansion into the Northwest Territories. The move into Alberta and Saskatchewan
proved profitable. The company also decided to seil its insurance through a series of
agents based across the prairies instead of attemptiag to sell directly to the consumer.
This eliminated the need to establish offices in every small town,
M e r being lïcensed in Alberta and Saskatchewan in 1905, the Company worked
on expanding within its existùig region until 1920 when it moved into British Columbia.

Expansion slowed briefly during the early 1920s as a result of managerial changes and
social economic conditions on the Prairies. By the late l92Os, however, the Company
decided to sell both automobile insurance and insurance on propertïes within urban areas.

This move into urban insurance reflects not only a trend in Canadian society which saw
increasing numbers of Canadians moving into urban areas, but also the changing attitude
of the company toward the profitability of selling within these areas. It was also the final
expansion that was possible in Western Canada. In the early 1930s, the company again
opted for geographical expansion. The company moved into Ontario, Quebec, and the
Maritimes allowing the company to become the largest mutual insurance company in
Canada with coverage across nation. This geographical spread not only perrnitted better

nsk management through increased coverage of area, thereby reducing the risk posed by
a single natural disaster, it also allowed continued profitability. Milton Holden would
later reflect that the company doubled in size every five years. In Table 1- 1, the growth

r

year
1899

Policies

-

Business in force

$3 105774.00

Table 1-1 Business in Force 189% 1938'

of the Company is demonstrated through the increases in 'business in force." By 1938,
the company's surplus stood at one million dollars with admitted assets of over two
million dollars!
Wawanesa's corporate structure supported this growth and development. When
the company was created in 1896, it relied on the Board of Directors who met once a

month to make major decisions and on A.F. Kempton to run the office and sel1 insurance
on a day-to-day basis. In the early years, C.D. Kerr, who was a qudified bookkeeper,

and one secretary, supported Kempton. By the early twentieth century, the growth had
necessitated an increase in administrative staff as well as the development of a network of
agents. The administrative staff included stenographers working in the office and

inspectors in the field- As the company expanded into 0 t h provinces, it was required by

law to maintain offices in each of the provinces. The result was a series of branch offices

across the country. These offices were generally staffed by a secretary and an inspecter
but were accountable to head office in Wawanesa.
The term "'businessin force" refers to the total value of aU premiums.
Annual Report 1938- &muai Reports L934-L950.

Centralizing the operations of the Company to 1943 proved an efficient manner in
which to run the company. Expansion was possible because the corporate structure was
able to cope with the growth. Strong management and a sound corporate structure were
also important for any strategy of expansion to be feasible. The corporate strategy
outlined above will be explored at greater length later in the thesis and the infoxmation
provided here is meant as background information to better understand the content of this
chapter.

The company began modestly in 1896. A fanner, Alex Naismith, a bookkeeper,
Charles Kerr;and a salesman, Alonzo Kempton; gatherd seventy-six individuals who
were willing to invest twmty dollars in a new insurance company to serve the district of
Wawanesa. When the three leaders pondered the idea of starting a new company, they
were faced with two choices: they couid either create a stock company or move towards
the different insurance entity, the mutual company.

For the profit motivated entrepreneur, a stock company would have been the most
logical choice. A stock, or board company as they are more commonly known in the
insurance industry, refers to a company whose purpose was to generate a profit for the
shareholders. Many f m e r s found the board companies to be expensive and generally
lacking an understanding of the situation in the West. Board companies were usually

based in Toronto or Montreal and were frequently affiliated with British or American

firms such as the Phoenix uisurance Company or the Hartford Insurance ~ o r n ~ a n i~n.a*
piece of advertising produced in the early twentieth century, Wawanesa described stock
The Hartford Insurance Company started selling insurance in Canada in 1836. Until the 1920s, however,
the western division consisting of the Canadian Prairies reporteci to the office in Chicago and not the
Canadian office in Toronto- Hawthorne Daniel. The Hartford of Hartford: An Insurance Com~any'sPart
in a Centurv and a Half of Amencan Histow- New York: Random House, pp. 247-249- The Phoenix

companies as those cîvhosesole and o d y purpose for being in the insurance business is
to make a profit by charging [the consumer]a sufncientiy bigh premium to be fairly sure

of doing so?

As these companies moved into western Canada, their rates were

considered exorbitant and difficult for farmers to pay because of both the expense and
because of the timing of the payments.7

The problems with the board companies were the ïmpehis for the development o f
a new company. The mutual Company was a feasible alternative to the board company.

Mutual companies were generaily based in mal1 towns across Canada and oEered the
residents the opportunity to be the owners of the companies. Wawanesa describeci a

mutual as being "an association of policyholders whose sole purpose is to provide for
themselves and others protection at a minimum cost."'

By doing this, it clairneci, the

costs would remain low because a l i parties were interesteci in keeping losses at a

minimum. Unlike the board companies, a mutuai company returned profits to the
policyholder in either lower policy premiums or in the form of a financial rebate.9
Kempton, Kerr and Naismith chose to pursue the incorporation of a mutual
insurance company with the support of the seventy-six individual investors. The decision
to become a mutual was likely based on the idea that a small company would not need to
seek, nor would it attract, large urban investors. In the longer terrn, it also prevented
larger companies taking it over or the Board of Duectors selling the company for a profit.

Insurance Company started selling insurance ui Canada in 1804- Clive Trebilcook, Phoenix Assurance and
the Develomnent of British Insurance vol 1. London: Cambridge University Press, 1985. p. 198,
6
"Mutual vs. Stock and Board Companies," Company Pbilosophy, 1920-1972. Wawanesa Archives.
Ibid,
Ibid.
In the late 1930s, Vanstone thought that giving the policyholders a rebate would be an excellent incentive
to keep losses down. In the end the company abandoued the poticy of hancial rebate cheques, opting for
percentage rebates to low-nsk policyhoIders because the administrative cost of the other system was
prohibitive.

'

Becoming a mutual essentially offered long-terxn stability. As weU, a l o c d y controlled
mutual would keep profits in the region instead of t r a n s f h g them to the East or to
larger urban centers.
The mutual fonn offered stability, but also presented challenges. Ultimately, the
corporate structure had four elements: the members (policyholders), the Board of
Directors, the Managing Duector, and the generd s t a f f and agents.''

Despite having the

members at the top of the structure, for al1 intents and purposes, the company was guided
and regulated by the Board of Directors. Initially, the Secretary-Manager, Kempton's
position, did not have a vote on the Board. In the mid-1920s when Vanstone's title
changed to Managing Director, he was permitteci a vote.
The Secretary-Manager's inability to vote on major policy does not indicate that
the Board refused his advice especially since membership on the Board was also highiy
transient. The majority of the Board changed fiequently, although several members

remained throughout the early penod of the company One of the aiteria for sitting on
the Board of Directors was that members needed to hold insurance with the company.'

'

The Board rnember was elected for a three-year renewable terrn during elections held at
the annual meetings in ~ a w a n e s a . 'These
~
men controlled the whims of the ambitious
Kempton and likely ensured some stability for the company.

'O

See Figure 1.1

' ' This would become very important during the crisis surrounding Kempton's departure from the
company. Mack McKellar, a rnember of the board, was ousted fiom the Board as a result of his
involvement in the chaos and the Board subsequentlycancelled his policy so that he was no longer eligiile
to sit on the Board of Directors for the company. 'Board of Directors," April L 1, 1922, p. 280. Minutes
19 16 - 1926.
l2 By the late-teens the A
M Meetings
~
were very poorly attended with the numbers rarely exceeding
twenty or thirty people. Board of Directors Minutes.

In 1896, Alexander Naismith Sr. did not hesitate to join Kernpton and Kerr in
their new venture. Naismith's name appears in a number of different places. He is on the
list of subscribers to the new company and more importantly, he was one of the original
members of the Board of ~irectors.
' 3 In 1900, his confidence and commïtment to the
company was highlighted when he became the second President of the Board of
Directors. Like every other member of the board, Naismith was active in making
decisions and appears to have been in attendance at ail of the meetings.'4 Naismith's

father, James, immigrateci to Canada h m Glasgow, Scotland, with bis wife sometime
p i o r to 1860. In 1880 Alex Naismith traveled to Manitoba to claim bis homestead and
establish a residence. in 188L his family joined him. Naismith worked as a fanner and
as a member of the Board of Directors for Wawanesa until his death in 1913.15

In 1913 Naismith was succeeded by S.H. Henderson who had also been a strong
supporter of the company and a director fiom its very early days. Henderson remaineci
President until his death in 1937, one of the longest serving of the Company's officers.I6
Henderson was described as being "a lovely old gentleman [and] a real d o m to earth
fellow." l7 One long-term employee called Henderson "the unsung hero of the

~ o r n ~ a n ~ Henderson
."'~
was a f m e r who lived about swen miles outside of Wawanesa.
He is described as "a Wawanesa man," and also "a wealthy man" because of his good

f m and his good f m i n g techniques. Henderson seemed to serve the company out of

of Subscnbers," September 25, 1896. Annual Reports 1897 and 1900.
Between 1896 and 1905. After 1905, the Board of Duector's Minutes are missing so it is impossible to
detennine if he was actually in attendance or not.
l5 Wawanesa & District History Book Cornmittee, "Naismith, James and Descendants," p. 413.
l6 C.M. Vanstone to MC.Holden, September 21, 1937. Holden - Correspondence 1937.
17
Ron Spence intervieweci by Milton Holden on $une 27, 1972 in Toronto. Summary found in Heather
Nelson, Milton Holden Oral History Tape Summaries, p- 121.
Bo Fems intervieweci by EN.Davis on an unknown date in an unknown place. Svmmary found in
Heather Nelson, Milton Holden Oral History Tape Summaries, p- 3 1.
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his commîtment to its mutuai ideais and importance in its neighborhood rather than for
personal financial benefit. l9
After the company was created, the day to day management was left, for the most

part, in the hands of Kempton and Kerr. They were, however, an unlikely pair to head a

successful company. Kempton and Kerr, in al1 likelihood, met in a bar over a bottle of
whiskey. Over the years, stories have suggested that they thought up the company in a
variety of different place including on a drinkiog binge, on a camping trip, in a

schoolhouse, or in a field. The most commonly accepted location has the company
started in Alexander Naismith Sr.% field. However, it has become unlikely that the true
site of the company's origins wiil ever be known. Once the two men had found support
for their company, the investors insisteci that both take the Keeley Cure in Winnipeg for
their alcoholic tendencies. Initially Kempton and Kerr were responsible for al1 aspects o f
running the company including selling insurance, writing the policies and tending to al1

office matters. Within years, however, the staff at the Head Office grew and the duties
were dispersed. The agents, discussed in chapter two, became important for the sale of

the policies and an increasing number of men and women dealt with the paperwork

generated by the company.
Charles D. Kerr, was the more passive of the two partners. Kerr, although always
present for Kernpton's many ventures, was not as eccentric. Kerr immigrated by himself
to the Souris Vailey area in the late nineteenth century nom Ontario, leaving behind his
'
his arrïval, he
parents and his position as a Captain in the Kingston ~ i l i t i a . ~Upon

l9
'O

Ibid,
"The Late C.D.Kerr," Wawanesa indemmdent, Fn&y November 26, 1920.

became a bookkeeper in the town of ~oun-s.~'
Mer staaiag the Company in 1896, Kerr
worked for Wawanesa doing the company's books. In 1909 he became the first mayor of

Wawanesa and remallied in the position for one year. Kerr was described by Alex
Naismith, Ir. as being "a very fine fellow, quiet fellow. Never went out, nevzr did

anything to hurt anybody. He was a quiet citizen. He was quite different fiom
~em~ton.'" Aside nom being mayor, he was the District Deputy Grand Master for the
Wawanesa Masonic Lodge in 1914 and was also active wiîh the Odd ~ellows." Kerr
died in 1920 leaving behind his wife Amie and one daughter.

Throughout Wawanesa's early years, Kerr managed the books while Kempton's
role evolved. Originally a salesmaa, Kempton eventually became responsible for office
management and day to day decision making. Something of a visionary, he founded
numerous 0 t h companies throughout the early years. Kempton was bom ui Nova
Scotia in 1863 where he reportedly f i s h e d high school and may have briefly attended
college. His love was the study of both English and the humanities. in 188 1 Kempton

and his parents moved to Manitoba and claimed their 160 acre homestead. Although
Kempton's father would have liked bis son to f m , it was not Alonzo's dream. Instead,

he preferred being a salesman and an innovator and was described by Alex Naismith, Jr.
as being "full of business.'34 During the course of his life, he created at least ten

successfùl companies, although the number could be higher. When Milton Holden

" Wawanesa & District Hïstory Book Committee. Sipiweske: Liaht throu~hthe Trees- (Altona: Friesen
Printers, 1998.) p. 133.

"Alex Naismith interviewcd by Milton Holden on April22, 1972 in Victoria. Summary found in Heather
Nelson, Milton Holden Oral History Tape Summarks, p. 25.
" Wawanesa & District History Book Committee. Skiweske: Lieht throueh the Trees. (Altona: Friesen

Printers, 1998.) p. 133.

l4 Aiex Naismith interviewai by Milton Holden on Aprii 22,

Nelson, Milton Holden Oral History Tape Summaries, p. 28.

1972 in Victoria. Summary found in Heather

inquired about the paradox that were Kempton's many companies, the response was "it
made r n ~ n e ~ .Despite
"~
his relative success in business, his personai life was in

disarray. He was an alcoholic and though romantic enough to have eloped with his wife,
Samantha Preston, he nonetheless had at least one a f f a ~ ?Kempton
~
was an eccentnc,
who lived in the most elaborate home in Wawanesa at the t h e and employed, during his
tenue at Wawanesa, a cook and a chauffeur?' By al1 accounts a successiid entrepreneur
on a srnall scale, Kempton's ad hoc managerial style failed the company by 1922.

After the death of C.D. Kerr in 1920, Kempton seems to have slipped back into
his heavy drinking habits and was fiequently escorted home fiom the office to detoxieOne report has hïrn absent from the office for days at a

With no clear successor,

the office appears to have been lefi in the hands of the office manager, Miss McKellar,
for extended periods of time.2g Although she was undoubtedly a competent manager, she
was not in a position to lead a company. Without a clear leader and suffering fiom an

inability to cope with the volumes of business that were being sold, the head office was in
desperate need of a change.

ln 1922 the Board of Directors concluded that the problems that had plagued
Kempton after Kerr's 1920 death could no longer continue. At a storrny meeting in
February, with allegations of adultery and poor management on the table, Kempton

Alex Naismith i n t e ~ e w e dby an &own
person in an unknown place on an unknown date. Summary
found in Heather Nelson, Milton Holden Oral History Tape Sumaries, p.79
' 6 It has been speculated that it was this affair, and Kempton's openness about it that resulted in his
temination with the company in 1922- Rene Hampton inte~.ewedby Milton Holden in Winnipeg
Manitoba on April25, 1973. Heather Nelson, Milton Holden Oral History Tape Summaries, p. 125.
27
[Author Unicnown]. "Chapter One." Company History, 1896 - 1988.
Rene Hampton interviewed by Milton Holden in Winnipeg Manitoba on April25, 1973. Summary fomd
in Heather Nelson, Miltoa Holden Oral History Tape S u m . e s ,p. 124.
'9 Miss. McKeUar was reportedly Kempton's mistress and was dismissed fkom the company afler Kempton
resigned. Rene Hampton ititem-ewed by Milton Holden in Winnipeg Manitoba on A p d 25, 1973. Heather
Nelson, Milton Holden Oral History Tape S u d e s , p. 126.

''

resigned. The Board of Directors caiied Kernpton's bluff, accepted the resignation and

had him rernoved fiom the company. When he left the company in L922, it is not clear
how long he stayed in the town of Wawanesa Within a matter of yem, Kempton and his
farnily moved to British Columbia. In order to make money, he did what he had done for
years; he sold insurance. Kempton, with his strained connection to Wawanesa, ended up
selling insurance for the Portage Mutual Insurance Company. However, in a twist of fate

in 1935, Wawanesa took over al1 of the Portage Mutual business in British Columbia.
Kempton, after a tbvteen-year separation from Wawanesa, again earned his living by
quietly selling insurance for the company. In 1936, M.C. Holden, the British Columbia

branch manager, discovered him seiiuig insurance for the company and infonned C.M.
Vanstone, the Managing Director of the company at the the. Vanstone advised caution

and descnbed Kempton in this manner: "So far he has never let us down very badly but 1
knew him long before he got in touch with the Mutual and he never was a good pay. He

was clever running up big accounts but it was always a row to make him ~ettle."~*
in
1939 Kempton re-established formal contact with the company and requested a small

monthly allowance to help him "carry on." At the same time, he expressed "bis wishes
for the continued prosperity of the ~ o r n ~ a n ~ .Kempton
''~'
died in poverty in July 1939
but the company he started paid for the fimeral and burial ofits once grand ~ i s i o n a r y . ~ ~

The transition fiom Kempton to Vanstone by al1 accounts was a difficult time for
the company. Not the least of the problems was the turmoil that had plagued the

company for at l e s t a year before Kempton left the company. One account describes the
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C.M. Vanstone to M.C. Holden, November 23, 1936. Holden- Correspondence 1936.
167. Minutes 1935 - 1943.
"Board of Directors," July 4¶1939,p. 169. Minutes 1935 - 1943-

" "F30ard of Directors,"April21, 1939,p.
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office as being "unsettied and the work had got behind and when the doctor came.. ."
changes were made to forms and workfïow that made the office more efficient? The
office staff were between 800 and 900 policies behind when Vanstone took over?

For a

cornparison, a l l of the secretmies working full time probably produced approximately 800
policies per week? Vanstone brought some stability for the first time in approximately
two years to a workplace that was by all accounts in a state of chaos between 1920 when
C D . Kerr passed away and 1922 when Kempton resigned.

The energetic and experienced C.M. Vanstone had nui his own horse-trading
business for fifteen years before a recession and technological advances forced hirn out.
Vanstone is a study in contrast to Kempton. Throughout his life, he worked in nurnerous
capacities. Born in Kincardine, Ontario, on August 18, 1870, he was the son of Josiah
Vanstone, a fùrniture manufacturer who had ernigrated fiom England. The Vanstones

lived in Ontario for eight years before moving to Manitoba where Josiah worked for the
Manitoba govemment for forty years?6 C.M. Vanstone worked his way through school
by being a ~choolteacher,~'
and afier complethg his medical training at the University of

Manitoba, moved to Wawanesa and opened a medical practice and drugstore in 1894.38

This drugstore became the k t home to the Wawanesa Mutual insurance Company in
1896. Despite ownïng the first home of the company, his faith in the new company was

33 Rene Hampton intewiewed by Milton Holden on April25, 1973 in Winnipeg. Summary found in
Heather Nelson, Milton Holden Oral History Tape Summaries, p. 125.
34 Ibid,
35 Based on a cornparison of the numbers found i
n the Annuai Reports. Annual Reports - Pamphlet 1920 -

1934.

Pioneers of Manitoba. Winnipeg: The Prairie Publishing Co., 1970. p. 48
"Doctor C.M. Vanstone" Letter for Employees of the Company, undated. Holden - Vanstone, C M .

36 Robert Harvey.
37

1934 - 1943.

38

Harvey, p. 48

limited as he would later talk of being insureci by the Portage Mutual when he was
younger.39
in 1899, three years after the Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company started,

Vanstone participateci in the creation of an insurance company with Kempton and other
members of the community?

The Western Canadian Hail insurance Company also ran

out of Wawanesa Head Office by Kempton. Vanstone laterrecalled that the company,
"altemately lost and gained each year d

l we decided at the end of one year, when we

had a reasonable surplus to wind it u ~ . ' ~
He' explained that the "method of operation

was very primitive." Although the connection between the Wawanesa Mutual Insurance
Company and the Western Canadian Hail insurance Company is not made in any
remaining records, the two companies did advertise together in the Nor-West Farmer in

1903 -

The act of incorporation issued in 1899 also suggests that Kempton was the

manager of this company which irnplies a link between Kempton and Vanstone at this

early date.43
Vanstone maintaineci a stable life while in Wawanesa, marrying Lily J. Clark,

who would become the mother of his six children. In 1912 Vanstone decided to sel1 his

medical practice and pharmacy, opting for a life in the horse trade. By al1 accounts,
Vanstone thoroughly enjoyed this business and it allowed him to explore much of

western Canada. Although he enjoyed judging and breeding horses, the need for horses
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C.M. Vanstone to MC.Holden, May 14, 1940. Holden - Correspondence 1940- There is a great deal of
irony in the fact that he was i n s u d by the Portage Mutual because he wodd later have no end of troubles
with that company while ninning the Wawanesa Mutuai as d l be seen in Chapter Two.
'O Vanstone does not appear on the Act of incorporation but does suggest in a letter to Holden in 1942 that
he did play a role in the creation of this CompanyC .M. Vanstone to M.C. Holden, December 18, 1942. Holden - Correspondence 1942.
4' Advertisement, Nor-West Farmer October 5, 1903. Holden - History 1899 - 1949.
43 Manitoba. Sessional P w r s . "An Act to Incorporate "The Western Canadian Hail insurance Company."
Assented to Iuly 2 1, 1899. (p, 55)
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declined steadily with the advent of the automobile and the tractor. Vanstone's decision
to leave the horse trade, however, was poorly timed as many of the famers on the
Prairies were suffering through the pst-World War One recession. His son Joe would
later recall that Vanstone decided not to collect the approximately $500,000 which was

owed to him in notes."

When Vanstone headed for the town of Mioto, Manitoba, in

1922, he did so as a man in serious debt. Shortly after his arriva1 in Minto, Vanstone
received a notice fiom the Board of Directors of the Wawanesa Mutual Insurance

In 1922 Vanstone was recniited by Clark Rodgers, a member of the Wawanesa
Board of Directors, to succeed Kempton as Managing Director. When Vanstone
accepted the position on February 22, 1922, some doubted his ability to move înto the
position because he had no prior experience in the insurance industry. Employee, Mrs.
Gorrie stated, "People couldn't understand why a doctor would take it Lwawanesa]
~ v e r . Another
' ~ ~ criticism was that Vanstone was thought to be bankrupt.

AAer his

appointment at Wawanesa, he worked hard to develop a comprehensive understanding of
insurance in Canada. Although Vanstone had a slow start, within a few years he had
gained enough confidence in his knowledge to suggest moves into different types of
business and into different provinces.

Over time Vanstone gained the respect of Wawanesa's townspeople, the
policyholders, the Board of Directors and also received national recognition for his
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Joe Vanstone intem-ewedby Milton Holden in Ingonish, Nova Scotia, on June 20, 1972. Summary
found in Heather Nelson, Milton Holden Oral History Tape Swnmaries, p. 63 45
Alex Naismith interviewed by Milton Holden and Ted Davis in an unknown place on an unlcnown date.
Surnmary found in Heather Nelson, Milton Holden Oral History Tape Sumrnaries, p- 7 1.
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understanding of insurance. His respectability in the industry is highlighted by the
Dominion Government's invitation to sit on the Dominion War Risk and Dernolition
Commission dwing the Second World War. On this cornmittee there were fifteen
representatives f?om insurance companies across Canada When the cornmittee of meen
elected an executive, Vanstone was one of three selected. He was also the only
representative of a Mutual Insurance ~ o r n ~ a n ~ . ~ '
Throughout his twenty-une year perïod at the head of the Wawanesa Mutual
Insurance Company, Vanstone encountered thousands of people. He has been desmied

as being "'veryaggressive and a real gentleman.'"8 The perception of the doctor,
however, varied dependhg on the situation. Vanstone, in contrast to Kempton, focused

on efficient organization of the company with an eye for future gro~th.49Although an
enduring trait for a businessman, those who worked under him found this desire for
efficiency and growth to be a source of some frustration. In the branches other than the
Head Office where his efficient ways did not ïnterfere with day to day lives, Vanstone
was highly regarded. Numerous people desaïbed him as being a good gentleman and a

kind person. However, within Head Office, he often hstrated the employees because he
was considered to be "a tashaster [and] ran the whole office.*J0One of his practices

was to stand by the entrance to the office with his watch, telling those who were late to
try to do better in the fùtureeS1ALthough his sensitivity when it came to matters of
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CM. Vanstone to M C Holden, April20, 1942. Holden - Correspondence, 1942.
Bo Fems i n t e ~ e w e dby E.N. Davis on an unknown date in an unknown place. Summary found in
Heather Nelson, Milton Holden Oral History Tape Siimmaries, p. 3449
As a note: Vanstone was a sdaried employee whose earnïngs were set and not based on the annual
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Eric Carruthers i n t e ~ e w e dby Milton Holdm on Apnl27, 1972 in Vancouver. Summary found in
Heather Nelson, Milton Holden Oral History Tape Siimmnries, p. 106Ibid., p. 105.
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employee management did not always satis& his employees, his dedication to the
company impressed them. Rene Hampton, an employee of the company for forty-eight
years desmbed Vanstone as "want[ing] things d ~ n e - Hampton
'~~
states that when
Vanstone introduced new types of insurance or clauses, he always riffled through the
mail to find comments or cornplaints fiom policyholders. She beiieved that his
dedication to getting things done meant that as soon as the mail came in, Vanstone was
convinced that the office was behind and needed to work harderms3Needless to say, at no
point in his career with the company was he a passive manager. Vanstone's aggressive
management, however, also necessitateci an efficient staff. These staff members, as seen
in Chapter Two, needed to be dedicated to the company and were what made Vanstone
the manager that he was.
One of Vanstone's more notable traits was his abiIity to identi@ problems within
the office and offer solutions. When the company started in 1896, the majority of the

policies had been written during the summer. As time progressecl, however, this started
to cause serious problems for office staff. Vanstone recailed, "nearly haif the year's
business was done in April, Many, and June. The staff was always behind with policies.
June 1922 1 counted over 7 0 applications in one girl's desk to be written. They were
working over t h e [durhg the summer] and in December, January, February, and March
idlùig through the day.''54 Vanstone attempted to resolve this problem by trying to spread
the business over the year. Vanstone also altered the manner in which the company
calculated its business done throughout the year by counting the number of policies

''Rene Hampton interviewed by Milton Holden on Apri125, 1973 in Winnipeg. Summary found in
Heather Nelson, Milton Holden Oral History Tape Summaries, p- 126,
53 lbid., p. 127.
54 C.M. Vanstone to M.C. Holden, December 18, 1942. Holden - Correspondence 1942.

instead of adding up premium amounts. Vanstone stated that "our method, started when
practically ail our business was on f m . [This] was good enough for a whïie but shows

in no way anything but volume coming for fire protection."s5 Both of these policy
initiatives allowed for the evolution of a more dynamic company by increasiag the
efficiencyof the staff and by providing a better sense of the strength of the business.
In 1941, after the death of Major Smith, the Toronto manager, Vanstone deçided
to take over that office because he could find no satisfactorysuccessor to nin the branch.

Vanstone, despite disliking Toronto, saw Ontario as the promised land for expansion of
the company in Canada. Aithough the Ontario office was established in 1931, the Board
of Directors did not share his vision. In 1932 Vanstone, so convinced by the promise of

the Ontario branch, suggested that the company "move our head office to Grimsby where
an exceptional opportunity exîsts to secure a very suitable location at a very low rate?

The Board of Directors refused to pass his motion to move and still saw the company as
based in the West. One month later, Vanstone convinced a number of members of the
Board of Directors to visit Ontario in order "to have a grasp of the insurance situation

there compared with the westeWs7Vanstone's vision of Ontario as the home of future
growth proved to be accurate.
Despite Vanstone's passion and commitment to the company, on June 18, 1942,
the Board of Directors decided that he had become too old and requested his

r e ~ i ~ n a t i o nSome
. ~ ~ suggest that Vanstone, in reality, was forced to leave the company

after a dispute with the new President of the Board of Directors, A.T. Hawley. Vanstone

C.M. Vanstone to M.C. Holden, December 24, 1942. Holden - Correspondence 1942"Board of Directors,"April 12, 1932, p- 107, Minutes 193 1- 1935.
%'~oardof Directors,"June 24, 1932, p. I 19. Minutes 193 1 - 1935.
"Board of Directors,"June 18, 1943, p. 243. Minutes 1935 - 1943-
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described the decision by the Board as being "an uppercut and undercut on the chin from
A.T. El.'"'

The fight with Hawley is well-documentai and only six months &er the

death of Robert Wallace, the fonner President of the Board of Directors Vanstone lefi the

company. Vanstone was disappointed and stated that it was "going to worry me when 1
sever my connection with the old company but it will live on and grow till we are able to
take in one state after another and eventually cover the United

tat tes.''^ His goals for the

company were l o Q and without his direction, the company slowed its aggressive
expansion.
Vanstone's controlIing nature had an impact on the company even afier he left.

H.E. Hemmons, Vanstone's successor, did not work out well at the company's helm.
Hemmons was acquired when Wawanesa took over the Miniota Mutual of Beuhla,
Manitoba, a fairly small company. When the Miniota Mutual was taken over,

Wawanesa, instead of laying off the staff in the Miniota Mutual office, absorbed them
into the company. H.E. Hemmons, an undenaïter in the Miniota Mutual office, was
responsible for the transfer of business fiom Miniota to Wawanesa and once the files

were moved or closed, Hemmons was appointed to the position of Assistant Secretary
Manager for Wawanesa and the assistant to C.M. Vanstone. w o n s was Managing
Director for only a very short perîod of tirne because, by al1 accounts, he did not want the
position and had had o d y veqr limited responsibility while Vanstone had been in charge.
The result was that he was il1 prepared when Vanstone retired6' Many believed that

Hemmons was more interested in underwriting than he was in managing the company.
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Vanstone's failure to train an adequate successor and appoint hun to an
appropriate position appears to have been his o d y d o d a i l as an excellent entrepreneur.
According to George Albert Smith, author of 'The Approach to Business Policy in the
Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration," there were six criteria for a
successful business leader. Not surprisingly, the ability of a leader to train a successor is
among one of the important attributes. The others included the abiiity to organize,
control the office, exercise judgernent, diagnose and solve problems and plan for the
k t ~ r e . ~On
' all other accounts, Vanstone demonstrated the traits of a successful leader
and entrepreneur and it should corne as Little surprise that Wawanesa saw a period of

expansion and growth under Vanstone which has never been paralleled.

During the Vanstone era, the management of the office was not the only thing that
underwent significant change. During the Kempton period, many of the mernbers of the

Board of Directors were from the area in or around Wawanesa, Manitoba Origïnally this
had been because membership in the company was a requirement for becoming a

member of the Board. This bylaw eluninateci the possibility of those living in urban areas

f?om becoming members of the Board of Dùectors. As the company branched out into
different types of insurance, however, the Board of Directors slowly started to diversify.
The members of the Board still generally came fiom areas located near Wawanesa;
however, this was because the members were requird to attend the bi-weekiy meetings

of the Board, which couid have been prohibitive for a person living in, for example,
Toronto. In this way, the local directors were able to maintain control despite the
democratic principle ofmutuai organization.
George Albert Smith, "The Approach to Business Policy in the Harvard Graduate School of Business
Administration," Change and the Entrepreneur: Postulates and Patterns for Entre~reneurïalHistory ed,

6'

One of the first urban dweliers to sit on the Board of Directors was A.T. Hawley.

Hawley was bom in Ontario and, after graduating h m Queen's University with an Arts
degree, moved to Manitoba. Mer settluig in Winnipeg, he read law with C.P. Wilson
and was caiied to the bar in 1913. Hawley was also a professor of Greek at Wesley

Coilege from 1900 to 1912. He became the Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company's
lawyer in the early 1930s and was appointeci a mernber of the Board of Directors in the
mid- 1930s.~~
He became increasingly involved with the company and his second wife

believed that by the early 1940s he had dedicated al1 ofhis tune to working for the
company." Hawley took over the position as President of the Board of Directors in 1942
and remained in that position, despite illness later in his life, until 1960 when he died.

Alex Naismith Jr. was another long-standing rnember of the Board of Directors.
He joined the Board in 1923 or 1924 and remained an active member until approximately
1970. The fifth son of the second President of the company, Alexander Naisrnith,

Naisrnith, Jr-, claimed to have been in his father's field on the day that Kempton and Kerr
came up with the idea for the Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company. Naismith, Jr. took
over his father's fann in 1909. He worked as a fariner until L932 when he sold to the

fmand moved into the town of Wawanesa to become an inspector for the c ~ r n ~ a n ~ . ~ ~
He served with the company in his capacity both as an inspector and as a member of the
Board of Directors for numerous years. Naismith, Jr. was the oldest member of the

Board at the age of 96 when he retireci. Naismith's cornmitment to the company matches

Arthm H.Cole. Cambridge: Harvard UniversityPress, 1949. pp. 11 - 16,
"A.T. Hawley, Insurance Fire President Dies," Winnipeg Free Press, September 1960, found in Company
- Media 1960 - 1990.
64
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Wawanesa & District History Book Cornmittee, *'Naismith, James and Descendants," p. 4 14
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that of many other employees. Naismith worked with o d y three Managing Directors and

saw the company through the most complicated and successful periods in the company's
historyAs the company expanded, the creation of semice offices necessitated training

men to work across the country in branch offices. One such individual was M C . Holden
who, like Aiex Naismith Ir., started working for the company during the Vanstone era.

Holden started out in 1927 as an insurance saiesman in order to supplement his teaching
salary. In 1930 he gave up his position with the Norwood School Division in Winnipeg
to work for the company agent in Winnipeg, Mr. Radcliffe. When the agency converteci

to a branch in 1932, Holden decideà to stay with the branch. His decision made him
popular with Vanstone and started a ten year long professionai relationsaip with the
Managing Director. ui 1934, afkr the manager in Winnipeg lefi, the branch was handed

over to Holden. in 1936 Vanstone offered Holden the opportunity to move to British
Columbia to become the Branch Manager for what had been a failing office in

Vancouver. Holden took pride in his position with the company and constantly offered
Vanstone suggestions and innovations in the nearly daily correspondence with Vanstone.
Holden became a confidant and Vanstone fiequentIy consulted him before going to the

Board of Directors with suggestions. Holden's leadership qualities in the branch were
clear and a dying Kempton told him in 1939 that he was one day going to be the

Managing ~irector? Holden became the managing director in 1948 and was responsible
for numerous innovations during his twenty-year tenure in that position. Although his
accomplishments as leader of the company fa11 outside of the scope of the thesis, his role
66

M.C. Holden h t e ~ e w e hirnseîfon
d
December 17, 1972 at an unknown location. S u m m q found in
Heather Nelson, Milton Holden Oral History Tape Sumrnaries, p. 18.

as sounding board for Vanstone and innovator in British Columbia should not be
overlooked.
In stark contmst to the leaders at the Wawanesa Mutuai insurance Company sit
the men who ran the companies that faled and were absorbeci by Wawanesa. One was
Murray Doyle, who was responsible for managing the Miniota Mutual for a number of
years. He was the son of the company's founder, W.A. Doyle. Murray Doyle's reign at
the Miniota Mutual appears to have been dnven by greed. Around 1920, he convinced
the Board of Directors to given him 50 cents extra on every policy that he wrote.6' The
Miniota Board, in a moment of weakness, agreed and Murray went on to w-rite every
possible policy in the district surroundhg Beulah, the headquarters of the Miniota
Mutual.
The two years that followed Murray's convincing sales pitch to the Miniota Board
of Directors were disastrous. The Canadian prairies saw a devastating recession and the
poor writing had resulted in a Company that was based on poor risks and uncoliectible
prerniums. In the period between 1920 and Wawanesa's takeover of the Miniota Mutual

in 1923, Doyle disappeared only to reappear when Wawanesa offered to take over the
Miniota. Doyle offered to run the Miniota Mutual fiom Winnipeg. The policyholders

were not impressed by the offer nor were they impressed with ~ o ~ l eDoyle
?
would
again disappear after his failed lawsuit against the Wawanesa Mutual hsurance

Company. Doyle was again spotted in 1938 when he was selling "verydoubtful stocks."
Clarence Orr, then a fieldman for Wawanesa, believed that Doyle had been banned ftom
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Clarence W. Orr interviewed by Milton Hoiden on May 3, 1972 in Calgary, Alberta. Summary found in
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Saskatchewan and was thought to be guilty of fkaud on at least three occasions.69 There
was a fine LUie between the men who ran the Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company and

those who ran other mutuals that faiied, but those at the head of Wawanesa maiatained
some integrity in tbeir work and managed to corne through difficult times.
There is, without a doubt, a great debate in business history about the best way to
treat those who ran companies. Some wouid rather the debate rnoved away fiom a
discussion of men and personaiities because complications inevitably arise out of any
discussion of personality and any attempt to separate the strong entrepreneur £kom the
weak one. Despite its inherent difficult, strictiy examùiing the operation of business
based on day-to-day files does not provide a complete picture, particularly in the case of
Wawanesa. The men who led Wawanesa to success were strong leaders and visionaries.
Of those discussed, the two most important are Kempton and Vanstone. Their vision and

rnethods, however, were very different. Kempton was the lax manager with an eye to a
fine western Canadian company, while Vanstone was a businessman who saw the
importance of office efficiency and looked towards a national and international company.

In contrast, the Miniota Mutual leader Murray Doyle is an example of what happened as
a result of suspect leadership. Kempton started out as a sufficient leader for Wawanesa

but as time progressed, his management techniques could not accommodate the needs of

the growuig company. His successor, Vanstone, had a clearer sense of advanced
management theories and applied them well. Nonetheless, bis style was one of broad
personal engagement. Both were good leaders but the transition was necessary to
accommodate the growth of the company. The difficult transition between the two

leaders also highlighis the significance of th& leadership roles. In a corporate structure
less dependant on the individual, such a transition would have been smooth. The
importance of a sound organizational structure with strong leaders aîIowed for the
expansion that will be seen in the second half of this thesis. The top of the organizational
structure, however, would have suffered without strong support fiom those who worked
in the positions which provided services to the policyholders. It is these individuals who

will be the focus of the next chapter, the conclusion of the discussion on organizational
structure and its importance.

Chapter 2:
Calling Al1 Guod Men
Kempton, Kerr, and Vanstone were the centrai figures in the building of Wawanesa.

These figures, discussed in chapter one, were extremely important to Wawanesa's
development but withui years of its initial creation, the company ventured into new areas
that eventually required administrative support. From the fkst day of the company's
operation, there was a secretary and the operation grew 6rom there. Before long, the
company had a slew of agents and a dozen administrative support staff- By 1943, the

staff numbered in the hundreds, the agents in the thousands, but everyone throughout the
country understood the centre was in Wawanesa Head office and, in particular, CM.

Vanstone, believed that a centralized operation was the key to success. Although minor
decisions were made by the various regional %ranch" or service offices, the Head Office
decided when and where money would be spent and only a few îndividuals would ever be

allowed to make independent decisions. Even advertisïng, the key to local growth and the
builder of corporate identity, was controlled prùnarily by Head Office. Those on the

fiont lines, however, made some decisions that counted: the agent decided who would be

a suitable consumer and the inspectors insured that standards were being met.
Alttiough the managing directors and the members of the board of duectors made
important policy decisions, those in positions of less power were ofien left responsible for

the implementation of the policies. This chapter will explore the role of the agents, the
office staff and advertising (the silent staffmember) in Wawanesa's growth and
development through the implementation of the risk management policy and by aiding in

the promotion and defition of the Wawanesa name.' In addition, the chapter will

examine how these roles changed as the company evolved and discuss how the growth of

the company resulted in greater commitment fiom both office staff and the agents. It wiil
argue that these factors contri'buted to both the definition and the execution of the
corporate policy and were integral parts of the corporate structure.
The structure o f the Wawanesa Mutuai Insurance Company was not a
complicated one. By all accounts, the o d y coafusion lay with the role of the
policyholder, who was both the consumer and, at least in theory, the decision maker.
This aside, the company was able to develop a fùnctionai administrative structure. This

organization, however, evolved over time to meet with the different demands the
increasing amounts of business placed with the company. The k t office was initially
staffed by three people: Kernpton, Kerr and their secretary. Within three years, the
company realized the need for agents disperseci across the region who could sel1 the

insurance based on their knowledge of the potential policyholder and his possessions.

h spite of the ubiquity of the modern day agent, the creation of an agents'
network was a conscious decision made by the company and not a presupposed notion.

Inthe insurance industry, there are two ways to 'Lwnte" insurance: direct and through
agents. Direct writers, as these companies are r e k e d tu, are fiindarnentally different

fiom an agent-reliant company because the direct writer established offices across their
target area and dealt directly with the public. The merit of this method is that a company

-

1

Advertking is ofien treated as a part of corporate strategy. Although this is in part tme, advertising for
Wawanesa was essentially about defining corporate identity and communicatïng with a larger audience
than was physicaily possible for oîher staffmembers. In essence, advem-singbecame the invisible and
silent staff member because it played the same role as the inspecter or the agent in spreading the Wawanesa
name-

c m control every aspect of the way that business is selected and handled. Direct wrîting

has three significant differences in its structure. Firsf a direct writer wiU generaiiy have
a larger staff because a company employs everyone within the corporate structure and

will not need to rely on agents to sell their product. The second is that these companies
devote more money to advertising because they do not have the benefit of an agent who
would nomally seil its product in the agency. The other consequence of direct writing is
that these types of companies are required to invest more money in "bricks and mortar"
because direct writers need service offices in lieu of independent agents.

-

The other way insurance is written is through an agent based system. This
system relies on a network of agents across the country that offer insurance fiom a
number of different companies. For the most part, a company like Wawanesa usually
tried to be the first or second company on the agency's sales roster.' This rneant that they
wanted the first opportunity to insure good business. By the early t 92Os, the larger

insurance agents offered a wide range of insurance coverage from a number of dxerent
insurance companies, and were not resûicted to one company.
When Wawanesa was established, the company was small enough to sell
insurance through a srnaIl number of agents. However, it also relied on members of the

company to sell to their neighbors and fiïends. As long as the company covered a very
small region, this was an efficient business practice. As the company grew, however,
Wawanesa appointed a nwnber of agents, usually local f m e r s who sold insurance to
their neighbors across the Prairies and who worked part time and tumed over fiequently,
particularly during the early years. In fact, hand-written lists in the Minutes Books reveal

In order to assure its position, the company fiequently sponsored new agencies, inspiring loyalty in its
agents. I t aiso offered a cornpetitive rate of commission-

that only one third of those listed sold insurance more than once in a two and a half year

period. Of the remaining one third, or 50 agents agents, oniy two appeared more than
twenty-five times in the thïrty-month study and no agent between January 10, 1899 and
June 14, 1901 appeared in every Listing. This suggests that in the early twentieth century,
there were no professional agents in Manitoba or Western Canada selling insurance for
the company. The other implication is that being an agent in the early years was not a
very attractive, or feasible, occupation.

In 1900 the company introduced the 'Agent's Cornpetition" as a way to secure
more effective representatives. This competition promised $50 to the person with the
"largest amount of good new business in the Farm Branch of this company taken Erom
February 1" and December 3 1, 1900" and $25 and $15 to the m e r s up. In order to

protect themselves fiom a rush of poor business, Wawanesa added, "over insurance on
buildings and poor collection are points that will count strong against agents in this
~om~etition."~
This competition continued for three years, but then lapsed until 19 16
when it was re-introduced. It disappears fiom the records again after 1922.
The drive for new agents was constant. In a 1903 advertisement in the Nor-west

Farmer, Wawanesa stated "Agents wanted in Unrepresented [sic] ~istricts." At first, the
company approached agents working for other companies, but met resistance. In a bold

move, it went to adjacent towns and sought out a "municipalclerk or a grain grower" to
sel1 insurance for the company. The result was "some mighty fine people."5 Wawanesa
discovered that training individuals new to the field had advantages. The company was

"Board of Directors," Febniary 13, 1900, p, 87- Minutes 1899 - 1905.
Nor-west Farmer, October 5, 1903 Holden - History 1899 - 1949.
Chad C. Stevenson intervieweci by Milton Holden on June 20, 1972 in Nova Scotia- Heather Nelson,
Milton Holden Oral History Project Tape Summaries, p- 59.
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able to instill its ideals in these new individuds and in hirncreated a gcoup of agents who
were dedicated and more inclineci to follow Wawanesa's guidelines than an agent who
sold insurance for another company. Despite being established with the help of
Wawanesa, the agents were often encouraged to sell insurance for other companies. The
company understood that insuring al1 the risks in one region could be devastating if
disaster struck.

By aidïng in the creation of a number of agencies, the company developed a loyal
following. This was apparent when the board compania threatened to implernent a nonintercourse rule in 1939, which would have prevented agents from selling both mutual

and board insurance. The reaction to this idea fiom the Wawanesa agents was severe.
Vanstone stated that he had heard fiom "twenty of our agents [who] have told me ... they
would at once tell the Board where to go ..."if the non-intercourse rule were
implementeda6The agents that Wawanesa recruited generaily were loyal and remained

with the company over long perïods of tirne. One example was Julius Rotto who served
Wawanesa as its "big agent" in Edtin, Saskatchewan, for forty years fiom 1902 until his
death in 1942.'
Although the company successiùlly retained agents, sometimes recruiting new
ones was a challenge, particularly as the company expanded eastward. Initially, the

company tried to lure good board company agents. This method, however, failed more
fiequently than it succeeded. J.L. Williamson, the Branch Manager in Winnipeg, when
attempting to 6nd agents to serve the area around Dryden, Ontario, decided to approach

7

C.M.Vanstone to M.C. Holden, November 6, 1939. Holden - Correspondence 1939.
C.M. Vanstone to M C Holden, November 28, 1942 and December 1, 1942- Holden - Correspondence

1942-

the best and most progressive board agent in the town. He laughed at the offer.
Williamson then decided to employ a different technique: h d reputable men and traio
them. This technique, aithough considered "a laborious task," promised to 'pay in the
long run" because the agents were then trained in the ways of ~ a w a n e s a . ~
Loyalty to the company was built over a long period of time and was often based

on its willingness to train small agents. The company consciously avoided those agents
with large podolios of business since "asa class. they [the small agent.. are more

carefirl in selecting their rish and have a berter loss ratio than the Agents who m i t e a

large vol~me."~
Smaller agents, the company thought, generally had a better
understanding of their clientele, which was important for selecting a good class of
policyholder. Although it is difficult to determine the ratio of small to large agents based

on the documentation that has been lei3 behind, it was conservatively estimated by one
employee of the era that by the 1930s Wawanesa had 200 agents in the province of
Alberta alone. l0
As it grew, the company became increasingly concemed with its ability to retain a
high class of agent. With larger operations, the company's reliance on the agent's good
judgement became increasingly important in making decisions about the quality of
people it was insuring. By 1928 the company stated in its guide for agents that 'ho rules

we can lay down are as much value on this subject [moral hazards] as the personal
knowledge of a live agent. He should know the character and reputath of al1 the risks
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M.C. Holden to CM. Vanstone, June 13, 1935, Holden - Correspondence 1935.
ItaIics in original. CM. Vanstone to RC. Shield (an agent), March 20, 1942- Holden - Cornespondence

1942.
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Ray Hobkirk interviewed by Milton Holden on M a y 16, 1972 in Vancouver. Heather Nelson, Milton
Holden Oral History Project Tape Summaries, p. 101.

he writes. The nationality of the appücant is very

In 1934, Vanstone

explained that he had '%een wondering just what we could do to increase the number of
agents who are writing for us in Winnipeg. 1wouid idce to get more men of the type of

Rigby if possible. Men of his type are in touch with a good class of people and c m
secure business that other men could not tou~h."'~Comments made about the strength of
the agents were not highlighted in the intemal correspondence alone. The company also
made a point of reinforcing the point every tirne the company sent out a builetin to the
agents. The bottom of the letterhead for agents read, "A conscientious agent is our best
underwriter."13
Concern about the quality of agents in the East was highlighted in 1937 when Mr.
Henderson retumed fiom a trip to the East and explained that he was satisfied 'With the
class of agents that represent the Wawanesa Mutual in the East." He went on to state that
he ' k a s surprised to find that they were, in loyalty and intelligence, fully equal to the best

of our Western ~ n e n l ' ' ~Although Henderson's experience had been positive, in 1941

Vanstone expressed his fiutration with these eastern agents on a day to day basis.
Despite handling a large majority of Wawanesa's business, Vanstone believed that they
required constant attention. He felt that some of agents '"maice insurance a profession and

... are responsible for the buk of our prerniums."L5 These professional agents troubled
Vanstone because they did not direct just the good business to Wawanesa- They believed
that the company should take the poor business as well as the good business. Vanstone,

-

Rate Guide 1928," p. 19@) Rate Manuais, Guides for Agents. Further discussion of nationality
is located in Chapter Four,
C.M. Vanstone to M.C. Holden, March 13, 1934- Holden - Vanstone, C.M. 1934.
l 3 "Agent's Bulletin No. 37 - 12," July 16, 1937. Holden - Correspondence 1937.
14
"Board of Directors," Febniary 5, 1937, p- 104. Minutes 1935 - 1943.
lS C.M. Vanstone to MC-Holden, September 23,194 1 - Holden -Correspondence L94 1.
" "Agents'
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to the contrary, believed that "there are a number of risks in every man's territory that

should never be written, that it is not in the public interest to permit men with criminal
dispositions to take advantage of the chance to enrich themselves fiom the savings of

other people.'"6
The company's relationship with the agents, although externally amicable, was
sometirnes strained. Dr. Vanstone did not generaily thin.highly of the agents, although
he recognized their importance. In a moment of frustration, he wrote,
1 was ... a h i d to add any other conditions [to the policy] for fear
of making the work too dScult for the average Agent. 1 thùik 1
understand the psychology of the ordinary Agent pretty well. It is
based on two primary axioms: first, to do as little work as possible;
second, to get as much commission as can be squeezeci out of the
~ o m ~ a n i el7 s .

Despite his frustration with the representation in the fietd, Vanstone never considered
replacing the agent as the primary purveyor of Wawanesa's line of products. Others,
however, did favour change.

In 1936 M.C. Holden recommended to C.M. Vanstone that the company replace
the agent with the direct writing system and set up a number of offices across Canada.

Holden believed that it would be a cost cutting method for the company and would have
provided the company with better control over its nsks. In response, Vanstone stated,

-

"Now as to changing fiom Agents Forget it ... If you could guarantee 50% intelligence
as a minimum requirement for al1 property owners you might put over a direct deai but
people are always clay in the hands of a clever agent and a word of doubt - not too
clearly spoken about any Co. puts it out of the running."'' There were two problems for

l6
L7
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CM. Vanstone to M.C. Holden, September 24, 1941. HoIden- Correspondence 1941CM, Vanstone to M C Holden, April20, 1942- Holden - Correspondence 1942.
C.M. Vanstone to ME. HoIden, September 10, 1936. Holden - Correspondence 1936.

the company. First, it felt indebted to the agents because they had aided in the early

success of the company. Second, unlike some of the weU established British or Amerïcan
companies, the Wawanesa name was not as widely recognized, particularly in the East,

which lefl the company very vulnerable to negative attacks by their cornpetition. Direct
writing, dthough appealing in some respects may have, lefi the company susceptible to

slander campaigns that would have forced the company out of many smaii towns. The
company, in essence, feared alienating the agent. The company did, however, use direct

writing in Quebec when it moved into the region in 193L because it started out ody
writing fleets ofrental cars, or U-Drives, and taxis. The agents were never involved in
the sale of insurance in Quebec, and as a result, the company could attempt the direct
writing method without causing heparable harm to the company - agent relationship.
The direct writing methods were never used outside of Quebec in Canada. lg
As their numbers grew, contact with these agents became increasingly

important.20 Two methods were employed to contact and convey the same message to
large numbers of agents without having to send bulletins or field representatives -

conventions and the creation of agents' associations. Little is known about the earliest
conventions held during Kempton's term. In the mid-1930s Vanstone revived the
convention as a way to meet all of the agents without having to travel for weeks to visit
every one individuaily. In 1937 M.C. Holden wrote to Vanstone wanting to know if the
company would be holding agents' conventions in British Columbia. Apparently the
l9 For clarification: When Wawanesa moved into California in the mid - 1 9 7 0 they
~ ~ decided to be a direct
writer and market by mail instead of utilizing brokers, It is not likely a coincidence that it was Holden,
who had suggested direct writing to Vanstone durhg the 1 9 3 0 ~
was
~ responsible for develophg numerous
aspects of the Califoniia operation.
'O For clarification: It is not hown precisely how many agents Wawaoesa had at any given Ume. It has
been suggested that they had as many as two hundred agents in Alberta in the early 1940s. A conservative
estimate would be over a thousand agents nationwide.

agents in B.C.had heard about the conventions "in 0th- parts of Canada" and were
offended that the company had not held any in their province." In 1939 the company
hosted approximately a dozen of these conventions across the Prairies. The conventions
were expensive, but the company felt they were well worth the time, effort and money.=
Vanstone explained that in 1939, for the nrst t h e , the wives had been invited out for

dinner at these conventions and Vanstone believed that this "improved the appearance of
the assembly" and "made meal time much more enjoyable.'"

Improving contact with

the agents was not limiteci to the once a year meeting. The company also employed field
representatives who visited the agents on a regular basis and inspected properties while
traveling throughout their territories

To improve regular contact, the company utilized a second method, the agents'
association. Milton Holden forrned the fïrst association in British Columbia in 1941 for
agents who dealt with the Vancouver office. Vanstone was thnlled. He believed that "a
good deal of diplomacy will be necessary," but that those who were 'ifair-minded" would
find the organization satisfactog4 and a "mutual benefit to al1 who take part."25 The
company used caution and diplomacy when creating the association because the agents,
as businessmen, were wary of any group which may undermine their business. The
hesitation the company feared, however, never came to light and the organization appears
to have had a stmng start because in December the treasurer reported an account balance
of $ 3 5 6 . 0 0 . ~ ~

" M.C.

Holden to C.M. Vanstone, August 6, 1937. Holden - Correspondence 1937.

"C M . Vanstone to M C , Holden, July 20, 1939. Holden - Correspondence 1939.

C.M. Vanstone to M.C. Holden, Augurt 30, 1939. Holden - Conespondence 1939.
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C.M. Vanstone to M.C. Holden, A p d 25, 1941. Holden - Correspondence 194 1.
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C.M. Vanstone to Mr- Patrick (an agent), April25, 194 1. Holden - Correspondence 194 1.
C.M. Vamtone to M.C.Holden, December 17, 1941. Holden - Correspondence 194 1.

Building a strong network of agents had far reaching implications. The company
was able to sel1 larger quantities of insurance across the counhy. Afthough branch

offices would be established across the country, as discussed in chapter three, the core of
the Wawanesa operation stiU lay at the Head Office in Wawanesa. As the number of

agents grew fiom one to one hundred, however, it became necessary to employ greater
numbers of staff members. In 1904, the office employed six individuals in various
position. By 1906, the number of staEhad doubled to hold approximately 12 people, five
femaie stenographers, four clerks (presumablymale), one inspector, Kempton and Kerr.
In 1907, the annual report lists al1 of the same individuals plus an additional four female
stenographers and two male clerks." The nine stenographers by L907 were responsible
for typing al1 of the policies that were issued to the policyholders. These included al1 of
the renewals and new business written. The clerks were responsible for selecting and

classiSing the business. The inspector visited a selected number of properties written,
but was also generally responsible for recmiting new agents and assuring that the other
agents continued to be ~ a t i s f i e d . ~ ~
The office staff continued to grow at a rate similar to the 1904 - 1907 period.
There are, however, no indications of the number of people actually employed by the
company at any other t h e in the period between 1907 and 1943. What remains are hints
about the rate of turnover amongst the staff, which was higher for women than men.
Vanstone explained in 1941, "Tt has been our custom, as you are aware, that as soon as a
girl gets rnarried she leaves the office, and 1think that this is a good practice. We have

1906 and 1907. Annual Reports 1905 - 19 19.
These job descriptions were denved fiom the experiences iisted by those interviewed in both of the orai
history summaries, Nowhere did the company explicitly outline what each person was responsble for.

" Annuais Reports ending

not varied in a single instance udess the woman's husband has left her without making
any provision for ber support."29

In order to accommodate this growing administrative structure, the company
invested in new buildings in Wawanesa and rented office space at the various locations
across Canada- These office spaces were typical of the penod. They were large, open
spaces with many desks and many bodies. The Toronto office, photographed in 1939, is
a good example (Figure 2.1). Staff members, mainly women, number approximately40.

Lndicative of the gendered nature of work was that the women, who tended to be
transient, did not have large desks or name plates whereas the men who dominated the
role of clerk and ïnspector were longer temi employees and were granted this privilege.
Building an agents' network and a strong administrative staff was crucial to the
company's success at ail stages in its development. This good rapport with agents and
solid group of employed staff members, however, could only take the company so fax
There were still the problems of recognition and reputability. From 1899 onward, the
Company embarked on a low profile advertising campaign to both attract business and
increase its profile in Canadian society. The advertising campaign started in 1899 in
small newspapers, such as The Vidette and The Glenboro ~azette?' Within a year

advertising was also placed in the Regina Standard and in literature distributed by the
"Regina Agricultural Association." The company regularly advertised in the Nor'West

'

Farmer and the Faxmers' ~ d v o c a t e . ~Wawanesa attempted, through the use of small
rural newspapers, as well as larger famier-oriented papas, to attract fmers to the

C.M. Vaostom to MC. Holden, August 2, 194 1. Holden - Conespondence 1% 1.
One of the most interesting places that they advenised was in the Brandon Catholic Journal, There is no
evidence to suggest why this was one of the places they chose to advertise,
"'Boardof Directors - Expense Listings" Minutes 1899-LgO5.
l9
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company. The advertisements usually consisted of a listing of the business in force and
the names of the Secretary Manager, President, and ~ r e a s u r e r . ~ ~

Over tirne, the advertising in some, but not dl, of the newspapers included
detailed explmations of the reasons for fmers to join Wawanesa. in the Nor'West

Fanner in 1903, Wawanesa listed the six reasons that a fanner should insure with a
"strictly cooperative" insurance c ~ r n ~ a nThe
~ ?first
~ and most important of the claims
was "because Wawanesa] is owned and operateci by the f m e r s for their mutuai benefit,
and not to enrich stockholden of a company formed to accumulate wealth at the expense

of the insurers." Here the assauit on the stock companies becomes apparent. Udike a
farmers' mutuai, they were distant and sent profits out of the region. Other reasons
included reliability, low cost of the insurance, the cost of adjustment paid by the
company, lightning insurance on livestock throughout the Northwest territones, and the
fact that it was the "largest Agricultural Fire Insurance Company West of Lake

~ u ~ e r i o r The
. " ~ success
~
of this advertising message is attested to by the fact that it tan
in various newspapers for almost twenty years.3s

The company continued newspaper advertising well past 1943, despite
Vanstone's belief that advertising was not an effective method of attracting new business

or getting name recognition. In 1942 he stated:
Since 1have been Manager of the Wawanesa Mutual I have had to
fight advertising agents continuously, and E think 1 c m Say that
Wawanesa has spent less money in direct advertising than any
similar company with similar growth.
Advertising in the
newspapers has always seemed to me to be too expensive.
Figure 2.2: Typical advertisement fiom the early twentieth cenhuyA similar advertisement ftom 19 13 is attached in Figure 2.3.
Nor' West Farmer October 5, 1903. Holden History ï 899-1949,
35 "Why Should Farmers Insure in the Wawanesa Muhial insurance Company?" (circa 19 19) Annual
Reports - Pamphlets l9OS-l9 19.
" See
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Personal letters sent out to prospects seemed to give a much better
result. 1 am aware that other companies seem to get remarkable
results fiom ordinary newspaper advertking. The impression that I
have acquired regarding this fonn of expense is that, if you have a
very definite article to sell at a very good price, then you cm get
extraordinary results but to pay a higher price for an o r d i n q
advertisement which merely mentions the company with a
statement about its reliability and so on seems somewhat futile.36
Nonetheless, the company continued to gain name recognition fiom newspaper
advertisements as well as other forms of publicity.
Newspaper advertisements were not the only types of advertising. in L 935 the

company took advantage of the opportunity to advertise to the "new" consumer, the
motorist. One example was in Motor in Canada under the heading "A Novel and
Effective Safety Message." The editors refemed to a billboard that the company had
posted on Broadway Ave. in Winnipeg. The sign Figure 2.4) depicts a car accident with
several people tending to what appears to be a victim lying on the ground. The sign reads
"This May Happen to You! Winnipeg's Toll: 1934 K i k i 10, hjured 820, 1935 Killed 4,
Injured 1 14." Underneath the tolls is the Wawanesa name and address. The authors of
the caption under the picture explain that this campaign was run with the cooperation of
the Winnipeg Police Department and that it had attracted numerous cornmendations for
its educational values3'

The challenge in selling insurance on automobiles was two fold, convincing the
consumer that it was necessary and outmaneuvering the cornpetition. In many respects,
the company relied heavily on the agents and different advertising to counter
cornpetition. In 1936, Wawanesa embarked on a letter wri?ingcampaign that targeted the

36

C.M. Vanstone to M.C. Holden, December 7, 1942. Holden - Cotrespondence 1942.
1932 - 1939.

37 Clipping from Motor in Canada, Advemsing,

Wends and family of those who inmed vehicles with Wawanesa. The purpose of the
letter was to convince the poiicyholder to get a i l of his acquaintances to insure with the

company and thereby reduce the overail cost of insurance for the policyholder. The
company reinforced the importance of the automobile insurance by including a photo of a
severely damaged car next to the slogan "absolute protection at absolute cost." The
Company wrote, "Today you have a car - but - horse sense stiU pays. Ins~re."~~
The
success of this advertising strategy was never stated, but it reveaied a number of different
things about the company. The fïrst was that the company was not afiaid to use the

mutual principal, even if only very subtly, in targeting new consumers. The second
revealed the roots of the corporate strategy that led to numerous car safety drives and
campaigns that highlighted the importance of car insurance.
As time progressed, the company diversified in the manner in which it advertised.
As radio becarne more popular on the Prairies, the company decided to exploit that

medium. In the eariy 1930s, advertising agencies in the United States were selling the
idea of radio advertising to major Amencan h s . Business historian Elizabeth FonesWolf argues that radio advertising was designed to "improve corporate image and to
promote business values."39 Aithough Fones-Wolf explores radio as an important
medium for big business in the United States, it aiso suggests that Wawanesa was on the
cutting edge of advertising by the 1930s. In 1934, it bought airtime from CJGX in
Yorkton. For the privilege to advertise for five minutes "every day except Sunday" the

company paid $75.00 per month and initially purchased four months of radio timea40

''A. Klymkiw to Mr.T. Bugerestra, Apri123, 1936. Advectising L932 - 1939.
'' Elizabeth Fones-Wolf, "Cmiting a Favorable Business Ciirnate: Corporations and Radio Broadcasting,
1934 to 1954," Business Historv Review 73 (Siimmer 1999)- 222,
C.M. Vanstone to M.C.Holden, October 19, L 934. Holden - Vanstone, CM. 1934.
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Within three months, the agents started to indicate in notes to the company that the radio
advertising was "coming over good and are sure to benefit the c ~ r n ~ a n ~Holden,
. ' ~ ' then
manager in Winnipeg, appears also to have investeci in radio advertking. His advertising
campaign resulted in "'several replies fiom our Listeners," although Vanstone complained
that the Head Office had received very little response."

Within six months, Vanstone

started to express some concem about the expense of the programming and told Holden
that he presumed %at you are only counting on this for Winnipeg listeners" because the
reception was poor in the area around ~awanesa." Less than a year d e r startïng
Vanstone cut radio advertising because of a high expense ratio?

Wawanesa again

considered radio advertising in 1940ybut the company apparently never went ahead with
the ideaa4'
One of the other advertising mechanisms that the Company undertook was the
introduction of calendars for agents to distribute to policyholders. Frorn the 1920s to
1939 the agents paid for the cdendars but received no credit for them. The calendars had

always stated that they had corne fkom the 'Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company."
After 1939, however, the policy was changed and the bottom of the calendars read "With
the compliments of your agent of the Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company" Vanstone

described this change in policy as a way to "make them feel bettdd6 in 1943, because
of the Second World War the company decided not to issue a calendar. Fems, the Head
Office manager, stated that "a lot of t h e and material that go into the making up
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calendars is quite essential in our war work and we have felt that for the tune being at
least we could very well dispense with calendars.'*" The calendars, however, remained

an important piece of advertising and the restriction was short lived?
The company decided that the school classroom was an excellent place for display
calendars. As weii, school children could be taught about £ireprevention. Vanstone
decided that a circular issued by the Fire Prevention Bureau would provide the perfiect
~~
authorized the Wawanesa Print Shop
opportunïty for advertising to s t ~ d e n t s .Vanstone
to print approximately 13,000 pamphlets to '%ehanded over to the School Cornmittee for
distribution to the different schools in the three Prairie ~rovinces."~~
Retired ernployees
of the company recalled seeing the caiendars in theu classrooms when they were in

school as far away as the ~aritimes?
Although Wawanesa placed advertising in newspapers, magazines, and on
billboards, the company was not afiaid to pursue unusual forms of advertising. In the
mid- t 930s,as the adjusters and fieldman began to drive cars instead of taking the train

fiom town to town, the company saw possibilities for advertising. la 1938, Charles
Gome, an adjuster, fïrst advertised the company on the side of his car. The company

judged this a very effective method of advertising and Vanstone stated that Gorrie
"seldom drives into a town that someone does aot corne up and discuss his policy with

'" H.S.

Fems to MC.HoIden, March 9, 1942. Holden - Correspondence 1942.

''The calendars are arguably the most consistent piece of adveaising work that Wawanesa has done.

Although they have gone through a number of different forms, these calendars have continued as an
important part of both agent and company advertising,
J9 The Fire Prevention Bureau was an organization that aimed to distribute information about f i e safety to
people of ail ages. Vanstone strongly believed in prevention as the key to keeping insurance costs down
and was responsible for numerous difEerent fire prevention techniques that included everything fiom the
pamphlets distriiuted in schools to inspectors fixing stove chimneys in houses to prevent chimney &es50
C.M. Vanstone to M C Holden, August 3 1, 1937. Holden - Correspondence 1937.
5' Beatice Pnce and Sandra Dooe i ~ t e ~ e w by
e dLloyd Fridnnnson on Febniary2, 1994 in Moncton, New
Brunswick Heather Nelson, Centenniai Oral History Project Tape Summaries, p. 55.
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Vanstone added that it was a safe practice since policyholders had very few

grievances with the company.
One of the reasons that Wawanesa appears to have been so popular in srna11
towns was its status as a mutual insurance company. Unlike board companies, which

sought to make a profit through the sale of insurance, mutual insurance companies sold

insurance with the intent of selling it "at cost." Mutual insurance also allowed each of
the mernbers a vote at the Annual Meeting and a Say, at least in theory, on how the

company was nui. The early records do not, however, associate Wawanesa with the
larger cooperative movement? Nevertheless, Vanstone appeared to be acutely aware of
the promotional appeal of Wawanesa's cooperative heritage.
Starting in 1927, the passive association between Wawanesa and cooperative
movements in Canada changed. The cooperative organization in Winnipeg asked
Wawanesa to select and send a delegate to a meeting.54 Wawanesa complied. Six
months later, the president of the Board, S.H. Henderson, explained that the "Wawanesa
Mutual insurance Company was looked upon as The Muhial and that we should benefit

" ~ ~ new
from the advertising which was being spread by the diffaent c ~ o ~ e r a t i v e s .This
found relationship blossomed over the next ten years. Wawanesa was invited to different
cooperative meetings across the country and insured many different cooperative
organization holdings, particularly in the west? Historian Ian Macpherson credits
Wawanesa as being a part of the 1934 Manitoba Cooperative Conference, which he stated
-

-

CM. Vanstone to M.C. Holden, July 9, 1938. Holden - Correspondence 1938.
Ian Macpherson, Each for AU: A Historv of the Coo~erationin Western Canada 1900 - 1945- Toronto:
Macmillan Company of Canada Limited, 1979 p.2
54 "Board of Directors," December 16, 1927, p. 97. Minutes 1926 - 1930.
s5 bLB~ard
of Directors," June 12, 1928, p- 123. Minutes 1926 - 1930.
56
"Board of Directors," Febniary 2 1, 1929, p- 170. Minutes 1926 - 1930. "Board of Duectors," April 16,
1939, p. 166, Minutes 1935 - 1943-

was the precursor to larger organizations in Canada and was the beginning of
"meaningful dialogue between various kinds of CO-operatorson the

rair ries.'^' The

company also became involved in the political activity that surrounded the cooperative
movement and participated in sending resolutions to the Dominion ~ o v e r n m e n t . ~ ~

During the 1930s Wawanesa also employai one individual who dealt strictiy with matters
related to cooperatives. By 1941 the bond between Wawanesa and the cooperative
movement had become so strong the Vanstone suggested that a cooperative mernber tiom
each of the Western provinces be seiected to sit on Wawanesa's Board of ~irectors.'~
Wawanesa's long-standing and strong reiationship with the cooperatives linked it to
many small comrnunities across the PrairiesUnlike other mutuals in the early twentieth century, which established
associations to facilitate reinsurance for risk management, Wawanesa tended to avoid this
type of contact. However, when in 1918 the Western Canada Mutual Fire Insurance

Association started, Wawanesa was notably distressed. Jack Lu&

explains in his article

that in the American experience, the formation of mutual associations separated the
successful mutual fiom those that did not survive. The concept was new at the end of the
nineteenth century and was based on the premise that if one Company could re-insure its

hi&-risk business with another company, no company in the association would suffer a
îhe mutual association appealed to the very small "township
minous 1 0 ~ s Nthough
.~~
mutuals" Wawanesa's growth had insured successfbl risk management through

"Ian Macpherson, Each For All: A Historv of the Co-Operative Movement in Enelish Canada. 1900 1945. Toronto: MacmillanofCanada, 1979 p-128
"Board ofDkect~rs,"Derember 9, 1929, p. 223. Minutes 1926 - 1930.
of Directors," September 17, 1941, p. 202. Minutes 1935 - 1943.
Jack Lufkin, "Property Innurance for Farmers: The Rise of the Muîuais," The Annals of Iowa, 54 (1)
1995pp. 25 - 45.
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expansion and it did not require this type of support- The breakthrough for the four s m d
mutual insurance companies that joined to fonn the Western Canada Mutual Fire

Insurance Association would be a setback for Wawanesa. The amalgamation pennitted
these companies to advertise strength in numbers and to counter Wawanesa's charge that
small mutuais were unstable and lacked sufficient support in the industry. The
association invited Wawanesa to j o b the organization in hopes that the larger company
would help absorb excess losses. Wawanesa responded by stating that it did 'bot think it
advisable to f o m a Mutual Fire Insurance association.'"'

The other insurance companies

were not deterred and within months, Wawanesa had serious cornpetition.
By 1920, the Westem Mutual Fire Insurance Association, the Saskatoon Farmers'

Mutual Fire hsurance Co., the Miniota Farmers' Mutual Fire hsurance Company and the
Portage La Prairie Farrners Mutual Fire Jnsurance Co. starteci advertising together. They
explained theu purpose in this association as being to "re-insure al1 large risks down to
$2000.00 with the Associated Cornpanies, and they in return re-insure al1 their large risks

with us.'"'

They added that it was impossible to have one company suffer a heavy loss

because each company would take a portion of the r i ~ k In
. ~a~nurnber of Wawanesa's
advertising campaigns, the company argued that the Westem Canada Mutual Fire
Insurance Association was detrimentai to those who insured with those companies. In its

advertîsing Wawanesa stated, ''This company has no connection with the Westem Mutual

"Board of Directors," p. 86. Minutes 1916 -1926.
Advertisement from the Monetary Times January 9, 1920 for the Western Canada Mutual Fire Insurance
Association, Company - Alberta - 19 L 7-1920.
Reinsurance is generally explained as insurance for the insurance Company. Reinsurance is generally
wrïtten when a policy is too large for one company to take by itseK %yselling a portion of the policy to
another company, should a loss occur the risk will be spread over two companies instead of one. This
ailows companies to take on risks which would otherwise not be feasible.
6'

6'

Fire Insurance Association or any combination of Mutual Inmance ~ o m ~ a n i e s T.t ' ~ ~
argued that membership in the Western Canada Mutual Fire Insurance Association
The company
resulted in a loss of control by the manben of the mutual ~orn~anies.~*
continued to advertise its strength as a famiers' mutual and emphasized the importance of
beuig an older mutual with strong membership.
In 1922, for reasons that remain unclear, Wawanesa entered the Western Canada
Mutual Fire Insurance ~ssociation.6~
The insecurity left in the wake of Kempton's

departure may have provoked attempts to stabilize the company's image. Joining the
Association may have seemed lïke a reasonable way to secure good advertising and

achieve balance. However, after being involved with the Association for four years,
Wawanesa suddenly took offense to the way the Association ran and the business
practices it encouraged. When the Association approached Wawanesa to renew its
contract in 1926, the company declared that it would no longer be party to such an
organization.

we]unanimously decided to acknowledge receipt of their
Ietter and in reply to state that the board was very well
satisfied to rernain outside the association, that an error had
been made in joining it - that in the opinion of the Board,
this was an attempt to undermine their confidence in their
manager and was resented - that the matters mentioned had
previously been discussed, that it was not their intention to
have their method of conducting the business dictated to
them by outside parties. .."67

Clearly, the Board of Directors vîewed their decision to join the Association as an error
and wasted no tirne in dissolving the relationship. One of the underlying notions that
Advertisement from The Famer's Advocate 1921. Company- Saskatchewan.
W'hy Should Farmers Insure with the Wawanesa Mutuai Insurance Company?" Annual Reports Pamphlets 1905 - 19 19.
66 "Board of Directors," June 20, 1922, p. 288. Minutes 19 16 - 1926.
64

likely provoked the separation was the high reinsurance nsk that Wawanesa was required
to take on as part of their obligation to the association. This inability to control the rïsk

distributed by the association became a problem as the Company grew more aggressive in
their rïsk management,
By the late 1920's and 19303, Wawanesa had two major competitors on the
Prairies, the Saskatchewan Mutual Insurance Company and the Portage Mutual insurance

Company. The Portage Mutual is discussed at length in Chapter Three but the
Saskatchewan Mutual offers a different perspective because it survived the depression
without the major catastrophes to which so many other mutual companies succumbed.

Unlike the battle with the Portage Mutual, the relationship between the Wawanesa
Mutual Insurance Company and the Saskatchewan Mutual Insurance Company was more
amicable and was stnctly competitive. Vanstone eequently complained about how the
Saskatchewan Mutuai undercut rates in British Columbia and Alberta "independent of
any regular rate when they desire a r i ~ k . "Vanstone
~~
aiways kept track of what the

Saskatchewan Mutual was doing. He ofien wrote to Holden and expressed dissatisfaction
with its success. He stated that they were "much interesteci in the report of the

Saskatchewan Mutuai which was much better than we hoped for."69 In an undated letter,
Vanstone stated, T o u r unchristian wish to see Whitaker and Sask. Mutual get it in the
neck is to be deplored. 1 do not wish them any particular harm but merely hope to see
thern in such a position that 1can really feel very sorry for them."'*

Despite the

animosity between the two companies, in many respects they mirrored each other. They

of Directors," January 12, 1926, p. 49 1. Minutes 19 16- 1926.
C.M. Vanstone to MC. Holden, July 28, 1939. Holden - Correspondence 1939.
69 C.M. Vanstone to M.C. Holden, April 15, 1939. Holden - Correspondence 1939.
'O C.M. Vanstone to unknown, Date Unknown. Hoiden - Vanstone, CM. 1934 - 1943.
" "Board

were both rnutual insurance cornpanies and competed for similar business, particularly in

western canada.''

In fact Wawanesa compared its progress with the Saskatchewan

Mutual to deterrnine if it was moving dong a similar course."

Monitoring other

companies' progress helped Wawanesa gage the market. This allowed more effective
advertising and pushed the Company towards different innovations.
The Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company without a doubt had very strong
leadership, however, the growth that wiU be desmied in chapter three would have been
impossible to support without a proper administrative structure- The corporate
organization, however, was in many respects as complicated as the corporate
philosophies. The company successfilly trained a co~ll~lll-tted
group of agents who in turn
became extremely loyal. These agents were in tum supported by the staff at Head Office
and at the branch offices. Finally, advertising reached groups of people who would

otherwise have been unreachable for Head Office. Building a strong network of full time
agents, creating a strong administrative support structure and relying on both advertising

and those employed by the company, it was able to develop a corporate identity and

expand well beyond the borders of the township of Wawanesa. The strategies of
expansion and nsk management that will be seen in chapter three and four relied h e a d y
on the corporate structure at both the senior management and clerical levels. This fully
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M.C. Holden to CM. Vanstone, August 27, 1936, Holden - Correspondence 1936.

"CM. Vanstone to MC.Holden, October 12, 1942, Holden - Correspondence 1942. in this letter,
Vanstone expresses extreme dissatisfaction at being behind the SaskatchewmMutual in writing automobile
insurance.

functioning corporate structure supported the expansion that will be seen in the next
chapter,

Chapter 3:
The Great City o n the Prairies
"During my childhood, I read the name Wawanesa on a calendar in my grandfatha's
house and imagined the home of the national insurance company would be a great city on
the Prairies. In fact, the village, 35 kilometers southest of Brandon Manitoba has never
been the metropolis 1envisioned, and now has fewer than 500 people."L
By the time the author of this statement sat down to write it, the Wawanesa Mutual
Insurance Company had already become a nationale2The trials and tribulations behind
the name on the calendar were never visible to people like the author's grandfather, but
were always on the minds of the leaders at Wawanesa. What started in a farmer's field
would eventuaily end up in some of Canada's biggest cities. The company' s success is
always taken for granted in the commîssioned literature on the company but what
rernains unclear time and again was why? Little seems to separate Wawanesa from its
rural contemporaries, most of whom either met their demise in the depression or could

not attract enough business to grow beyond their very limited boundarïes. What
distinguished Wawanesa from these other companies was a determination to venture
I-iom the Prairies into new regions in both Eastern and Western Canada.

The decision to become a national company was not one which was calculated in
a single meeting. The expansion of the company from a township mutual to a national

company took approximately thirty years and was plagued by difficulties. Parts of the
company would face the constant threat of termination, while other parts would continue
to thrive in familiar territory, subsidized by other branches of the company. This chapter

L

Unknown Author, Unknown Magazine, Unknown Date, Company - History 1896 - 1988. For
clarification: Wawanesa is located in southwestern Manitoba and never had a population in excess of 500
peopleThe Dominion of Canada charter was obtaiwd in 1929 and aUowed the company to sel1 uationaiiy-
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will examine Wawanesa's transition nom a small township mutuai insurance company to

a national insurance company over the forty year period beïng discussed. It will argue
that the most effective way to manage risk was through expansion into other areas of
insurance and other regions of a country. To this end, the Wawanesa Mutual Insurance

Company adopted a policy of expansion through different outlets. initially, the company
expanded geographically; then it altered the type of insurance sold. The company also
pursued the development of other companies to attract a different type of policyholder
and accommodate the ones that îhey had. In the final phase of expansion in the 1930s,
the company took over other failing mutuais in order to both complete nation- wide
expansion and insure the stability of the mutual form in regions like Ontario.

in many respects, al1 of the components which made Wawanesa a success were
Iinked to other key aspects of the company. The structure that was discussed in chapters
one and two was central to the company's ability to expand beyond its original township.
The strategy that the company undertook was one of nsk management. In order to
successfülly manage Wawanesa's nsk, it was important to move beyond the boundarïes

of the town of Wawanesa and surrounding area. This allowed îhe company to spread risk
over a greater geographic area, limiting the amount of loss that could be incurred from a
single storm or bad crop. The corporate structure also enabled the company to engage in

a strategy of risk management through additional types of insurance. This allowed the
company to sel1 greater quantities of insurance in its existing districts without increasing
the risks in a single line. As a result, expansion into other types of business and into

different regions of Canada becomes crucial to understanding Wawanesa's corporate
strategy and theu success.

Expansion into other types of business started early in the company's history.
The company, orïguidy established to insure threshing machines against fïre, quickly

moved into f m s and farmers' property. The company decided to insure schooIs,
churches and isolated dwellings in 1900. Atthough the schools and churches are
straighâorward, some clarification is required regarding the isolated dwellings. The
company would not insure these dwellings if they were closer than 66 feet to the next
building. The Board of Directors also refiised to insure urban dwellings restricting the
insurance to "village d ~ e l l i n ~ s .This
" ~ decision allowed the company to move out of
thresher insurance in 1902? Insuring farm properties and buildings would be

monumental for the Company and would camy the company for the next twenty years.
In 1899 Wawanesa expanded outside of Manitoba, a significant move. Some
mutual insurance companies stayed withh their original temtoryS Wawanesa9sreasons

for making this leap are unclear and highly unusual, but they are also central to
Wawanesa's success in the mutual insurance field. In 1899, the Minute Book states,

"The Secretary Manager [is] authorized to extend the business of the company to al1 parts
of the North-west Territories and that he go west to organize as soon as practicable."6
Within a month, the company appointed a local manager for the region ''with

headquartms at ~dmonton."' Provincial law required incorporation and the establishment
of an office in Alberta, which becarne a permanent fixture of the Wawanesa operation8

"Board of Directors,'' Aprii IO, 1900,p. 100. Minutes 1899 - 1905.
Legaiiy, the company couid not completely remove itself fiom their original cornmitment to thresher
insurance. They were required to continue insuring those threshers already covered but were allowed to
stop selling new policies.
5
Jack Lufkin, b'PropertyInsurance for Iowa Famiers: The Rise of the Muhds," The ais of Iowa vol.
54(Winter 1995), 34.
"Board of Directors," Febniary 7, 1899,p. 15. Minutes 1899-1905.
"Board of Directors," March 14, 1899,p. 20. Minutes 1899-1905* Alberta. An Act Respect- the Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Corn~any,S A -1906,Chapter 60.
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At the time of liceming, the records cite the Manitoba license of L 896 as the company's
proof of stability for the two Provincial Govemments.

By 1939, the operation in Alberta was clearly a success, but the company wanted
more. Vanstone believed that the lack of a strong base of business in Edmonton was a
direct result of poor stafnng in the office. The onset of a government-run insurance
business also threatened to hamper business in what Vanstone referred to as ''the best city

in Western Canada by long ~ d d s . " 'In
~ 1941, with business looking better across the
country, Vanstone reportai that the business in Alberta was booming. He believed that
the company had "75% of al1 farm business around Edmonton and it is one of the best

and most progressive cities in canada."'

'

The success of the company in Alberta and Saskatchewan allowed the company to
undertake increased amounts of risk and in 1920 the company decided to move into
British Columbia. Entering British Columbia supporteci the company's continued growth
by increasing the geographical space that the company occupied. This in turn reduced

the risk of a localized disaster destroying the company. The second reason for expansion

was highlighted by A.F.Kempton in 1920. Kempton justified the expansion as follows:
We started business in British Columbia at the request of
many hundreds o f our old members who used to live in the
Prairie provinces and who had insured with us for many
years, and who really own a large part of [the company's]
assets, and we felt it was up to us to meet their wishes in
this regard, because if we did not go into your Province

-

-

-

-

-

In an interesthg note, the only prwf that the Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company was ever iicensed in
the province of Manitoba is a copy of a document issued by J.D. Carneron, the provincial secretary, in the
Wawanesa Archives (Company 1896 - L930). Despite an exhaustive search of the Provincial Legislative
Library and Reading Room, there has yet to be any evidence in Governent records that the company was
issued the Provincial license in 1896.
10
C.M. Vanstone to MC.Holden, September L 4, 1939. Holden - Conespondence 1939" C.M. Vanstone to M C Holden, November 22, 194 1. Holden - Correspondence 194 1.

they would really lose what they had contrïibuted to the
assets of this ~ o r n ~ a n ~ . ~ ~
Kempton implied that the company was cornmitteci to serving its membership. It is also
possible the Kempton viewed the policyholders as a type ofstockholder who once they
had "invested" in the company, had the rïght to continue to hold their "shares" no matter
how mobile they were.
Within four years of the expansion, the success of Wawanesa in British Columbia
started to corne under serious scrutiny by the Board of Directors and the new Managing

Director, C.M. Vanstone. In July 1924 the board discussed withdrawing fiom British
Columbia completely and Vanstone had infonned al1 of the agents in the province that
Wawanesa would no longer be writing business in that province after August 1924.'~
The board also explained that no general cancellation order had been given, but impIied
that they would retain the business they had without writing any new business. This

reduced the cost of maintainhg the operation in British Columbia because only renewals
needed to be sent out to the policyholders. The business that they had in the province
also carried a low risk because the policyholders already had a proven record with the
Company. This was important to the company which, during the early 1920s, had
suffered through the fùiancial strain of the postwar recession. British Columbia as the
most recent expansion was the most logical and feasible place to move away fiom. The
idea that the Board of Directors wished to retain the already written business also
suggests that they understood the importance of risk management. By keeping British
Columbia policies, the company sustained its geographical spread while at the same tune

' A.F. Kempton to H.A.McBumey- (Note:

McBurney was the first agent in British Columbia according

to a recording in the Centennial Oral History Project.) Company - B.C. 1921 - 1972.
I3

LLB~ard
of Directors," July 29, 1924, p. 410. Minutes 19 16 - 1926.

limiting the unknown risks. By September 1924, however, the discussion of leaving the

province disappears from the records. Although it had been seriously considered over the
summer of that year by the f
a it was no longer necessary*

In 1935, ten years after seriously considering a move out of British Columbia, the
Company decided to aggressively seek new business. The depression had hit a number of
other small mutual insurance companies extremely hard, as will be seen in the section on
Ontario. in 1935 the Portage Mutual, Wawanesa's primary cornpetitor, was forced to
give up its business in Alberta, Ontario and British ~ o l u m b i a . 'What
~
separates this

transaction was the rivalry that marked the interactions between Wawanesa and the
Portage Mutual.
Based on many cf the records, the Wawanesa Mutual bsurance Company
consistentlymeasured its progress against the Portage Mutual which was also based in
~anitoba." The result of this competition by the early 1930s was a hostile dispute
between the two companies. The two Boards of Directors met in January 1933 and
hoped "an end would corne to the civil war carried on by the two mut~als."'~The
resolution of the problems that the Board hoped to eke out did not happen. In March,
Vanstone called what the two companies had become engaged in a 'hiud-slinging
campaign." I 7 Later in 1933 Thomas Purvis, the Winnipeg Branch Manager, suggested
that the Portage Mutual was cutting rates, whiie at the same time attempting to tarnish
Wawanesa. Purvis assured Vanstone that "we are making it as difficult for the
14

"Board o f Directors," September 18, 1935, p. 45. Minutes 1935 - 1943.

'' Although it is stated earlierthat the SaskatchewanMutuai served the same purpose, it is important to
note that each of these companies served different regions and offered dïfEerent lines of insurance- It was
Wawanesa's method of m o n i t o ~ g
the industqr.
"Board o f Directors," Jmuary 30, 1933, p. 158. Minutes 193 1 - 1935" C.M. Vanstone to MC. Holden, March 1, 1933. HoIden- Vanstone, CM. 1932 - 1933- An example of
hostile feeling that arose out of the troubles with the Portage Mutuai can be found in Figure 3.1.

''

individuals concemed, as possible, usuig our own pecuiïar tactics." l8 The banle

continued,but within a year the Portage started to show signs of difficulty. Wawanesa
&st

celebrated and then came to terms with the reality of the Portage Mutual's situation.

Vanstone wrote in the fa11 of 1934, "rumours regarding the Portage are very thick in
Regina. 1 spent yesterday there and already they have lost business on account of the
tales which are being spread- 1might Say that we have also had business turned down
because the companies have been associated in the minds of a good many people."19 The
depression era setting ldcely also contnbuted to fears about the financial stability of

institutions like insurance companies. As a direct r e d t of this imaginary affiliation,
Wawanesa had to forget the hostile cornpetition of recent years.

Wawanesa's attitude towards the Portage Mutual changed dramatically. Instead

of trying to find ways to get revenge on the Portage, Vanstone and others started to

In early 1935
express concerns about the Portage's books and its overall stabi~it~.*~
Wawanesa started to make overtures to the Portage Mutual for an amicable take over, but

was refused. Significant differences in personalities, according to Vanstone, prevented
any agreement on issues? In September 1935, however, Wawanesa received word nom

the West Coast that the Portage Mutual would have no choice but to pull out of the
British Columbia market. At this point, Wawanesa took over the Portage Mutual
business in that market by acquiring its policy portfolio for the region?

At the same

time it secured the Portage Mutual business in Alberta and in 1936 received the business

-

'' Thomas Purvis to CM. Vanstone, October 14, 1933. Holden - Vanstone, C.M. 1932 - 1933.
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C.M. Vanstone to MC- Holden, October 24,1934. Holden - Vanstone, CM. 1934C.M. Vanstone to MC-Holden, November 28, 1934- Holden - Vanstone, CM- 1934C.M. Vanstone to M.C. Holden, Febtïliify 25, 1935. Holden- Correspondence 1935.
C.M. Vanstone to MC.Holden, September 12, 1935. Holden- Cornespondence 1935.

fkom ontario?

in Ontario alone, the takeover of the Portage Mutual business

contributed half of the 1936 increase in that province for ~ a w a n e s a " By caphiring the
Portage Mutual business in British Cohmbia, Alberta, and Ontario, Wawanesa was able
to secure the financial situation of the Portage Muhial. This new found stability

prevented M e r loss of business through poor publicity and preserved the mutuai fonn
thereby protecting the status ofWawanesa.

In the end, the Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company, took over business in these
three provinces.'5 Business in British Columbia remained difficult because of the
Depression. The Board of Directors describeci the operations of the Portage La Prairie
Mutual as 'hot satisfactory in British Columbia as not oniy were losses above normal but
they were experiencing great difficulty in collecting the balances due from their
agents."'6

As a result, British Columbia was "our most difficult province next to Quebec

and the experience of the Portage is not widely different fkom our o ~ n . ' ' ~ 'in 1936

Milton C. Holden was appointed the branch manager in Vancouver. Holden had seen
success in the Winnipeg branch where he had served as branch manager for two years
prior to his transfer. Within a year of Holden's arrival, the province came out of the red
and joined Wawanesa's successful Prairie Provinces on the black side of the ledger.
Vanstone later expressed satisfaction with Holden's performance in "that outlaw
province."2d

"Board of Directors," September 18, 1935, p. 45; April 17, 1936, p. 72. Minutes 1935 - 1943.
C.M. Vanstone to M.C. Holden, April 15, 1937. Holden - Correspondence 1937.
The cartoon attached in Figure 3.1 best illustrates the company's dislike of the Pomge La Prairie Mutual.
' 6 "Board o f Directors," Septanber 18, 1935, p. 45. Minutes 1936 - 1943.
Ibid,
" CM. Vanstone to M.C. Holden, April 15, 1937. Holden - Correspondence 1937"

''
"

The attitude towards British Columbia was not the only significant change during
Vanstone's fïrst decade as managing director. Around L 926 the company deçided to
oEer insurance on urban dwellings. Ferris, the "office manager" in Wawanesa stated in
1940, "These are lines [mercantile, town dwellings and churches] which have contn'buted
mostly to the company's success in the last several years, particularly town d ~ e l l i n ~ s . " ' ~
Of the three, only the church policies had been initiated at the turn of the century- Not
surprising, then, was the Company's increased pursuit of mercantile and urban policies
by 1940.

In contrast with Alfied Chandler Jr.'s theories regarding the development of new
lines of business for insurance company, which suggest that diversification was related to
social factors, Wawanesa was compensating for the loss of business sold originally
through alternate companies. A.F. Kempton founded the fïrst of these companies, the
Occidental Fire Insurance Company, in 1902 in ~ a n i t o b a .This
~ company then gained
permits in Saskatchewan and Alberta in 1906, and by 1909 was licensed through the

Dominion Government to sel1 insurance across

in March 1902 Wawanesa's

Board of Directors sanctioned Kempton's involvernent with the Occidental Fire

n ~ Occidental
.~~
Insurance Company by allowing him to manage this other c ~ r n ~ a The
was established to reinsure business that Wawanesa was

riti in^.^^

The Occidental

H.S. Ferris to MC. Holden, November 29, 1940. Holden - Correspondence 1940Unfortunately, the Occidental Fire Insurance Company left behind few documents. What is left is
references that u s d have something to do with Wawanesa. Other public documents have also been
utilized to piece together the history of this company but it has been difficult. The result is a description of
the company which is not as complete as it should be.
Manitoba, An Act to Incoprate 'The Occidental Fire insurance Com~anv."R.S.M. 1902 c. C-65.
Alberta, An Act to incornrate "The Occidental Fire Insurance Comoanv." RS.A. 1906 c. C-60- Canada,
Statements of Insurance Com~aniesTransactinn Fire insurance, c. C-139 Sessional Pawrs vol- 4 19 1132
of Directors Minutes," Minutes 1899-1905 p. 3 19
33 Re-insurance is defïned as "where one company, for a fee, agrees to indem*
another insurance
company against all o r part of a loss which may arise under a policy or policies it has issuedl' C-16 The
Business of Insurance. Canada: The Insurance Institute of Canada, 1994. Chapter 7, p- 5
29
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shared the same office space as Wawanesa and paid rent to Wawanesa for this prïvilege.

There is some suggestion that the company also shared the expense of the
stenographers."

When Wawanesa built a new head office, Occidental moved as weU. 35

The Occidental Fire Insurance Company shared many important elernents
including Wawanesa's Secretary Manager, A.F. Kempton; its president, S.H. Henderson;

and the Treasurer, C.D. ~ e r r ? Alex Naismith Ir. stated that when policies came into the
head office of the two companies in Wawanesa, they were sorted. "The Occidental took
only the best risks and gave the mutual the p o t ones.'"'

Those assigning the business to

the two companies understood that the Occidental as a stock company with shareholders'

was dependent on good business. Naismith also states that 'cOccidentalmade money."
Although Wawanesa required an operating surplus to rernain competitive, there was no
pressure to produce significant dividends for shareholders. As a result, Kempton appears
to have siphoned the better business for his stock company.
The connections between the two companies were close and they occasionaliy
advertised together. In the Famier's Advocate of 19 13 Wawanesa claimed to be the
largest "Farrners' Mutual Fire Insurance Company in Canada," while the Occidental
advertised selling "practically al1 class of insurance written, including Automobile
r i ~ k s . "This
~ ~ suggests that the Occidental sold insurance that Wawanesa was not

qualified to sell, thus providing their clients with a full range of insurance. This was one
--

33

-

of Directors Minutes," Minutes 1899-1905 p- 342.
35 The office was built in 1903 because the company had outgrown the space above the drugstore. ibid- In
Appendix B there is a photo of the füst head office built in 1903- It should be noted that the names of both
The Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company as well as the Occidental Fixe Insurance Company appear in
the window.
36 There is very Little information left on the Occidental and it is difficult to know if the Wawanesa Board of
Directors were shareholders in the Occidental aithough one would assume so.
37 Alex Naismith interviewed by M. Holden on Apni 22 1972 in Victoria British Columbia
38 AdveCtisement ~ o the
m Fumer's Advocate 19 13, Advertising 1903- 1929.

way to justify a muhial company ninniog alongside a board company. Otherwise, having
the two appear together raises questions about the sïncerity of Wawanesa's claims of

being a "stnctly mutual companf' because those ninning the two companies were the
sarne. Kempton announced his decision to resign from the position of manager of the
Occidental Fire Insurance Company in the company's bandout "'A Quiet Chat with the
Agents of the Wawanesa Mutual insurance Company" which was published in 1915. He
intended to "devote his t h e to The Wawanesa Mutual, and to endeavor with al1 his

energy and skill to make The Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company the pride, not only

in the West, but of ail

Based on the location of this announcement, Kempton

may have been criticized by the membership of Wawanesa for his involvement in both
the companies.
With the establishment of the Occidental, Kempton wanted to provide a service to
the consumers of Wawanesa- He wanted to provide the members of the Occidental

Insurance Company and Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company with a type of one-stop
shopping. From one agent they could purchase a l l the types of insurance required by a

rnember. The Occidental, for reasons that remain unclear, was sold in approximately
19 14. AAer its sale, al1 traces of the Occidental disappear, but Kempton then estabiished

what was refèrred to as A.F.K. Co., a brokerage, to continue to accommodate the needs

of Wawanesa's rnember~.~*Its purpose was to use the network of agents that Wawanesa
and the Occidental had established over the previous twenty years to sel1 insurance for

other companies that offered insurance that Wawanesa did not, for example auto

39

Agent's Guides, 1915.

Aithough it is not stated explicitly anywhere, it is assumed that the acronym A1.K. stands for Alonzo
Fowler Kempton. It should also be noted tbat the A-FX. Co. was run through the head office of the
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Wawanesa Mutuai Insurance Company.

insurance and hail insurance? One of the things Kempton dîd was forward the requests

fiom Wawanesa to the A.F.K. Co. for processing. Kempton also used the Wawanesa
Mutual Insurance Company as a reference, ofien stating that "we are closely connected

with the Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company and they mawanesa] very often have

inquiries for [other types of insuran~e].'~~
This company did not appear to last long
because the correspondence is dated fiom 19 19 to 1920, dthough it was successful in
building alliances with insurance companies and in handling inquiries fiom interested
members of ~ a w a n e s a . ~ ~

After expanding into f m properties, city dwellings, schools, churches, and
numerous other lines of insurance, one line of insurance was left to write in the property
and casualty field, the automobile line."

Although Wawanesa had never written

automobile insurance, the Occidentai hsurance Company had. By 1930 Wawanesa had
been swamped with requests for automobile insurance and had been forced to send the
business to other cornPanies."

In eariy 1930 Vanstone petitioned the Board of Duectors

for permission to accept automobile insurance. The Board of Directors agreed and within
months the company started to write aut~rnobiles.~~
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Kempton sold insurance through the A I X . Co. for the British Canadian Underwriters of NoNvich
England, Canadian Secun'ty Assurance Company, ï h e General Aaimals Insurance Co. of Canada., Queen
Insurance Company of America, F.W, Pace Agency Limited Insurance, and The Yorkshire Insurance
Company. Holden - Kempton, A I . and LauraA.F. Kempton to The Yorkshire Insurance Co. Febniary 11, 1920. ibid.
Hotden - Kempton, A.F. and Laura.
44
It should be made clear, there is a distinct ciifference between property and casualty insurance and tife
insurance. Those in property and casuaity insurance explain that Mie insurance is sold and not bought. Lifé
insurance is also fkequentlyseen as being a luxury and not a necessity. The result is that the approach to
and writing of property and casualty insurance tends to be very different fiom life insurance. It should also
be noted that the Govemment in Canada did not d l o w property and casualty companies to offer life
insurance as a üne of insurance, a separate company needed to be established to seli life insurance.
45 When Wawanesa had received requests for lines o f insurance it did not cany while the Occidental had
been in business, the requests had been forwarded to there. There is some suggestion that a similar
arrangement was worked out with the Wapiti insurance Company46 "Board of Directors," January 29, 1930, p. 233. Minutes 1926 - 1930.

''

"

The decision to write automobile insurance, however, raised questions about the
way the Company operated. When the company had been primarïly "owned" by farmers,

votes were levied not by the nurnber of policies a person had, but instead was based on
the prernium amount (in dollars) the policyholder paid to the company. Automobile

insurance tended to be more expensive than the traditional farm policy because the nsks

in automobile insurance were higher. in 1933 G.D. Finlayson, the Superintendent of
Insurance for the Dominion Government, expressed concem about this policy. He stated,
"tt rnight be that if concerteci action were taken by automobile policy holders in the

Company in Winnipeg they could control enough proxies to endanger the control of the
f m e r policy holders in whose interests the company is carried on.'r7 By 1940 the

Company had become acutely aware of the impact of those holding automobile insurance

and changed the charter so that those holding automobile insurance were only entitled to
one vote per ~ehicle.~'
The interest in maintaining the company as a f m e r ' s fire insurance company
was also based in the company's operational structure. It appears that the company was
required to hold at least fiAy per cent of their business in fire insurance. When the
company exceeded fim per cent on any of the other lines, it was required to pay a ten per

cent War Revenue t d 9 By 1939, the company was so close to exceeding the fi*

per

cent mark that Vanstone requested that the British Columbia branch stop Wfiting
automobile insurance in an attempt to keep the "other lines" under the fi*

47

percent

G.D. Finlayson, Esq. to the Board of Directors of the Wawanesa Munial Insurance Company, April3,
1933. Holden- Acts 1933.
48 "Board of Directors," November 8,1940, p. 19 1. Minutes 1935 - 1943.
49
C.M. Vanstone to M C Holden, date unknown [circa 19391- Holden - Correspondence 1939.

Vanstone commented, "Our other h e s are iocreasing faster than farm, we will

mark."

have to reduce auto business."

''

Within months, however, this move would prove futile.

The company reached and exceeded the fi* per cent and was forced to pay the ten per
cent t a d 2 Despite Vanstone's hesitation in 1939 to write different types of policies for

fear of changing the nature of the company, within two years, he embraced the changing
nature of the company and developed an interest in acquiring different types of policies."
Vanstone's new position marks the end of the period of expansion for the company-

In an attempt to grow in areas that the company needed to develop its customer
base, the company frequently took over small struggling mutuals. Although the reasons
for doing this vary and were sometimes thought to be ideological, in reality, the move

into small nual communities that were previously dominated by small mutuals allowed
the company to expand within the Canadian market."

The Wawanesa Mutual Insurance

Company was not aggressive in initiating the takeover of these mutuals and only did so
when these other mutual companies were in senous financial trouble. As a result, the

majority of the takeovers occurred during the early 1930s.
The first mutual company that Wawanesa took over was the Miniota Mutual, run
out of the near-by town of Beuhla, Manitoba. At first Wawanesa took over only a small

portion of the Miniota Mutual business. In March 1923 Wawanesa accepted the Miniota
Board of Directors' offer that allowed Wawanesa to take over al1 of the business the

-

-

-

C.M. Vanstone to M.C. Holden, January 30,1939. Holden - Correspondence 1939.
C.M. Vanstone to MC.Holden, January 30, 1939. Holden - Correspondence 1939.
CM. Vanstone to M.C. Holden, Much 7, 1939. Holden - Correspondence 1939.
C.M. Vanstone to M C Halden, Ianuary 13, 1942. Holden - Correspondence 1942.
s4 Vanstone occasionally noted that his reasons for t a h g over other mutuaIs were to protect the "mutual"
name. He feared that if any mutual fell into ruin, this would reflect poorly on other mutuals like
Wawanesa,

''
''
"

Miniota had in Saskatchewan starting April 1, 1923." The Miniota Mutuai's hancial
situation did not improve, however, and in December 1923, the Wawanesa Board of
Director authorized the acquisition of the entire Miniota Mutual portfolio.56
Instead of dissolving the Miniota Mutual, Wawanesa chose to keep the Miniota as
a separate Company for the reinsurance of wind, fie, and property. Wawanesa decided
that the Board of Directon of the Miniota shouid resign and members of its Board were

assigned to sit on the Miniota board.'' One account labels the pre-Wawanesa Board of
Directors at the Miniota Mutual to be %eak and self-sening." The source also believed
that had the Board for the Miniota Mutual been stronger, the Miniota would have lasted

much longer and the takeover would not have been necessarYï8 In April 1926, the Board
of Directors for the Wawanesa Mutual insurance Company decided to convert the

Miniota Mutual to a reinsurance medium for the Wawanesa Mutual insurance
~orn~an~.~~

Also in 1926 the Lacombe Mutual Fire Insurance Company, located in Alberta,

which had lost its manager, offered itself to ~ a w a n e s a . ~By
' the middle of May 1926,
Wawanesa had successfûily taken over a second insurance c ~ r n ~ a Again,
n ~ . ~the
~

Lacombe Mutual appears to have been used for reinsurance purposes and much like the

55 "Board
" "Board

of Direct~rs,~'
March 13, 1923, p. 330. Minutes 1916 - 1926.

of Directors," December 1, 1923, p. 371. Minutes 1916 - 1926.
"Board of Directors," July 29, 1924, Febniary 2, 1926, p. 494, Minutes 1916 - 192658 BOFems interviewed by EH. Davis on an unlmown date in an unhiown place. Heather Nelson, Milton
Holden Oral History Tape Summaries, p. 32.
59 "Board of Directon," April 13, 1926, p. 4. Minutes 1926 - 1930. As a note, a11 references to the
Miniota Mutual disappear atkr this entry in the Minute Book. It is wclear what happened to the Miniota
but it is likely that the Department of insurance probably forced its demise as it did for other companies
that Wawanesa established as reinsurers, for example, the Occidental and the Wapiti, discussed later in this
chapter.
60 "Board of Directors," A p d 13, 1926, p. 4. Minutes 1926 - 1930.
"Board of Directon," M a y 11, 1926, p. 8. Minutes 1926 1930.
57

-

Miniota Mutual, the Lacombe Mutual disappears fkom the records afier the final takeover
OCCUTS.
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In 1929 Wawanesa successfidiy acquired another company, the Milk River
Mutuai of Alberta. Unlike the Lacombe Mutuai or the Miniota Mutuai, however,
Wawanesa did not maintain the Milk River Mutual for reinsurance purposes. In late
1929 Wawanesa applied to the Superintendent of Insurance for Alberta to amalgamate
the Milk River Mutual with the Wawanesa Mutuai insurance ~ o m ~ a n I
yn .January
~~
1930 permission was granted and Wawanesa gained its fïrst experience in a true

corporate takeover of another ~ o r n ~ a n For
y . ~Wawanesa,
~
the MïUc River Mutual was a
stepping stone. Wawanesa apparentty did not desire another subsidiary company and
absorbed al1 of the business leaWig no remnants ofthis township mutual-

In 1930 the company decided to undertake a move east- Pnor to this, the
company stopped at the Manitoba - Ontario border.

On June 9, 1930, Vanstone

petitioned the Board of Directors for permission to move into Ontario. The Board of
Directors minutes state that ''the present was an opportune time to extend our operation
by writing business in Ontario with a particula.desire to secure town and city dwellings

and it was decided to apply for a License in that province."65 The move into Ontario came
at a very precarious time as Canada was becoming immersed in the depression. The

One of the difficulties with the study of the companies that were taken over is the lack of evidence
remains. Beyond the discussion of the actual business transactions, there are no remaining records making
it dinicult to determine how long these other companies actuaily served as reinsurers.
63 "Board of Directors," Decemùer 9, 1929, p. 223- Minutes 1926 - 1930.
64
of Directors," January 29, 1930, p. 233- Minutes 1926 - 1930.
"Board of Directors," $une 9, 1930, p. 260. Minutes 1926 - L930.

depression appears to have only mildly affected Wawanesa and, with pay cuts and careful
control of expenditures, the company appem to have avoided the trauma that beset the
rest of the country.
Within a year of moving înto Ontario, Vanstone was hailing the success of the

new branch and believed the experience in Ontario to be "very sati~factory."~~
Wihin

months, the company decided to take over a number of small Iocd mutuds, including the
Nichol Mutual, the Osgood Mutual, and the Sydenham Mutual that had suffered losses
and were having difficulty collecting outstanding premiums.
By late 1930 the Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company had again been

approached by a mutual company needing rescue. in December 1930 Vanstone
approached the Wawanesa Board of Directors with a proposition to take over the Nichol
Mutual in Fergus, Ontario. The Board agreed "if given the opportunity and if the
staternent of their affairs proves satisfactory to the Managing ~irector.'"~Three months
later, the Nichol Mutual became the yet another subsidiary of wawanesae6*(The Nichol

Mutual appears to have retained its corporate identity although for how long remains
unclear.) Wawanesa when taking over different mutuals carefully ùispected the risks
acquired through takeovers. One year afier taking over the Nichol Mutual, it was
reported that the collections had gone up and the total losses had dropped fiom $25,579
to $7,300 during one year period it had been under the direction of ~ a w a n e s a . ~ ~

By mid-summer 1931 the Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company was again
contemplating the possibility of taking over another mutual insurance company.

"Board of Directors," July 14,193 1, p.44 Minutes L93 1 - 1935.
"Board o f Directors," December 19, 1930, p. 299. Minutes 1926 - 1930.
of Directors," March 10, 1931, p. 18. Minutes 193 1 - 1935.
69
"Board ofDirectors," December 29, 193 1, p. 85. Minutes 1931 - 1935.
67

However, the Regina Farmer's Mutual showed some resistame. The Farmer's Mutual
offered Wawanesa the opportunity to reinsure its policies, an offer Wawanesa twned
down because "our Company had no desire to increase its liability in the drought area and
more particularly because of the apparent unwillingness of the directors of the Regina
. " ~ ~ weeks,
Company to commit themselves as to the winding up of theu c ~ r n ~ a n y Within
however, the Farmer's Mutual came back to Wawanesa requesting that it reconsider."
Wawanesa concluded that "the elirnination of this Company had some favorable
feat~res."~'In particular, a take over prevented the "company's [Wawanesa] reputation"
fiom being damaged, "particularly in the East fiom the failure of a Mutual ~

0 . "In~ ~

Septernber, progress was reporteci in the takeover of the Farmer's Mutual and approval
was given to complete any of the necessary transactions to complete the transfer of

bus in es^.'^ This transaction highlights the two key factors in over taking other mutuals.
The first was a basic desire to eliniinate cornpetition, while the second was a desire to
preserve the good name of "mutual" to ensure Wawanesa's success in "the East."
Shortly after the takeover of the Regina Farmer's Mutual, Wawanesa approached

the Osgood Mutual and o f k e d to take it over. The offer appears to have corne out of the
Board of Directors ' car trip east in 1931.75 Upon returning to the town of Wawanesa, the

Board approved the motion to take over this small Ontario Mutual. By December the
Company had amalgamated yet another srnaIl mutual insurance company? The onset of
the depression resulted in financial difficulties for numerous insurance companies. The
"Board of Directors," August 7, 193 1, p. 46. Minutes 193 1 - 1935.
"Board of Directors," August 21, 193 1, p. 53. Minutes 193 1 - 1935.
Ibid., 54.
Ibid.
74 "Board of Directors," September 18, 193 1, p. 65. Minutes 193 1 - 1935.
75 ''Board o f Directors," October 17, 1931, p. 72. Minutes 193 1 - 193576 "Board of Directors," December 29, 193 1, p. 85. Minutes 193 1 - 193570
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small companies were particularly affected because the depression caused difficukies io
collecting premiums fiom policyholders.

The iast Ontario takeover was the Sydenham Mutual in the f d l of 1931. The
Board of Directon of the Sydenham Mutuai of5ered their company to Wawanesa, stating
that their company had more than $39 million in policy coverage and assets exceeding

$35,000. Vanstone reported that he had visited the Sydenham's area and had been
'bleased with the appearance of the risks. Losses have been excessive mainly in certain
well defined areas, which could very readily be eliminated by thorough inspection.""

After some debate, the Board of Directors decided that Govenunent regulations did not
permit it to re-insure the Sydenham's business and a takeover made more sense- This
entailed assuming "al1 their assets and liability and continue to use the present office as a

branch office."'* In December 1931 Wawanesa officially took over the Sydenham
Mutual and again started the process of inspecting and eliminating poor risks. Like the

case of the Miniota Mutual, members of the Sydenham staff became members of the
Wawanesa staff, who stayed with Wawanesa until their retirements. Despite its relative
success, Wawanesa decided against any further takeovers of small mutuals in ~ n t a r i o . ' ~
Wawanesa's expansion did not go unnoticed. In 1936 the General American
Insurance Company, which appears to have been a board company, offered Wawanesa
the opportunity to assume the General American's policies in Ontario and potentially

Quebec. The General American had found the two markets to be difficult and had
decided to withdraw. Wawanesa seriously considered the offer, but in the end turned it

"Board of Directors," October 24, 193 1, p. 73. Minutes 193 1 - 1935.
"Board of Directors," November 10, 193 1, p. 79. Minutes 193 1 - 1935.
7 " ( c ~ ~ aof
r dDirectors," February 25, 1932, p. 98. Minutes 193 1 - 1935.
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down because "they want an unreasonable ~ommission.''~~
This appears to have been the
Iast time in the period that the company would seriously consider taking over another
company or its business,

The takeover of other mutuals would result in losses for the early years in Ontario
but the end result was a solid base of business in the province. By carefilly inspecting
the business, Wawanesa increased business and a 'kery satisfactory reduction in the

losses had occurred." Vanstone, after retuming fiom a trip east, reported to the Board
that "general conditions in the East were very favorable.'"'
By the late 1930s, the branch in Toronto became the center for ail Eastern
business, with the exception of North-western Ontario. Being a fairly substantial office,
however, did have its drawback. In 1941, after the death of Major Smith, the branch
manager in Ontario for ten years, Vanstone ran the Toronto office. Vanstone expressed
hstration over the differences in dealing with easterners and also complained that he did
not know "if 1 can ever get the office working as smoothly as in Wawanesa. Doubt it but

am trying."*' Vanstone's imitation with the branch was rooted in his general dislike of
the east, and his difficulties also were likely logistical because he was ûying to process

the business for five provinces out of one office. Despite the threats of closing the
eastem operation that would loom after Vanstone's retirement, Ontario went on to
becorne an important part of the Company's operation.

In 1931, just one year afler commencing operations in Ontario, the Board of
Directors approved a move into ~uebec? The company viewed a Quebec operation as

C M . Vanstone to M.C. Holden November 23,1936. Holden - Correspondence 1936.
"Board of Directors," April 19, 1934, p, 243. Minutes 193 1 - 1935.
g2 C.M. Vanstone to M C Holden, November 5, 194 1. Holden - Conespondence 194 1.
83 "Board o f Directors," Febnmy 17, 193 1, p. 12, Minutes 193 1 - 1935.
81

financially feasible because it could be nui out of the Ontario office and in tum reduce
the operathg expense of that 0ffice.8~By 1936 Dr. Vanstone b e g a . to doubt the
profitability of the Quebec operation and argued that the company had to drastically cut
the coverage and lines of insurance that they offered in the province. He suggested four

problems with the province. The first was the Catholic ~ h u r c h . ~The
' second was what
he referred to as a lack of %ancial

responsibility law" because "'they stili operate under

the old Napoleaonic law, -.. 1 doubt if any rate that we gave in Quebec would be

anywhere near adequate for those provinces where the financial responsibility law is in
force."86 A third problem was cultural. Referring to a possible policy decision, he
concluded "the westerners could do this as sense of fair play is strongly developed.
Much smaller minded d o m here." Finally, Vanstone perceived difficulties arising fiom
national differences. He would have 'Tew womes but Quebec is French - the people the agents the adjusters seem all to be out to do you and lawyers worst of dl." John

Fisher, the company's representative in Quebec, explained that "practically al1 my

members are French and quite a number of them do not understand English at al1 we11."~'
In the @ng

of 1939 Vanstone declared "if 1did not have a very obstinate streak in me 1

think 1 would have pulied out of Quebec." A move out of Quebec, however, was not in
the company's future.

In late 1939 or early 1940, John Fisher suggested that a new type of policy was
needed to make Quebec profitable. In Quebec the taxi drivers and the owners of "drive
yourself' vehicles had expenenced difficulty in buying affordable insurance for their

"Board of Directors," March 10,193 1, p. 17, ibid.
C.M Vanstone to MC.Holden, February 10, 1939, Holden -Correspondence 193986
CM, Vanstone to M.C.Holden, September 5, 1940. Holden - Correspondence 1940.
87
John Fisher to M.C.Holden, December 4, 1941. Holden - Correspondence 194 1.
84
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vehicles. Fisher suggested that Wawanesa could offer affordable insurance to both
groups and do it in a manner whîch would make it affordable for the company. Vanstone
reflected in September 1940 that "1 was considering the advisability of discontinuhg
writing in that province [Quebec] when these two propositions came up - the taxi

business and the Drive yourselE It struck me that, if we could make some arrangements
which would cover our operating expense, there rnight be enough business in these things
to warrant our continuhg an office in Montreal for I do hate to break the chain between
the Atlantic and the ~acific.'"~Although the taxi business had a rough start with some

major losses, this was what kept the Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company in ~uebec.''
The branch in Winnipeg was created in 1932 and was one of the last to open.
Pnor to its creation, Radcliffe Agencies had represented Wawanesa from the mid-teens.
The Board of Directors' minutes recorded, "The manager explained the situation in

regard to the Winnipeg office stating that the matters could not go on as they were and
that it was necessary to have a manager there and to tum it into a branch o f f i ~ e . "The
~

new branch was managed by Thomas Purvis. Apparently the company had problerns
with Radcliffe, although their nature remains unclear. Both written correspondence and
oral histories indicate that company's decision to appoint PUMS was a point of
contention for Radcliffe. The disagreement between Radcliffe and Wawanesa continueci
for at least two years and was the source of at least one court battle- Radcliffe worked

C.M. Vanstone to M C Holden, September 2 1, 1940. Holden - Correspondence 1940.
It would seem that the Quebec office eventually removed the Drive yourselfbusiness but retaïned al1 of
the taxi business. By 1953, as an example, Wawanesa insured 74 out of 75 taxis in the town of Sherbrooke.
(The 75th,according to Charles Poirier, did not betieve in insurance.) It was at least 1951 before the
company seriously considered insuring private automobiles and it was 1970 before the company introduced
the sale of property inswance in the region. Charles Poirier interviewed by Milton Holden on June 2 1,
1972 in Keltic Lodge Nova Scotia Heather E-Nelson. Milton Holden Oral History Project Tape
Summaries, p- 146,
"Board of Directors," March 8, 1932, p. 103. Minutes 1931 - 1935.
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hard to retain Wawanesa policyholders and give them to other companies after his
separation fiom the cornpany?
By 1935, with M-C. Holden as branch manager, the company shifted

responsibility for Northwestern Ontario to Winnipeg, a move that made more sense than
leaving control with the Toronto Branch. Vanstone felt "that we can Iook after this
business better fiom Winnipeg than fkom

or ont o."^^

He added, '4 do think that

Winnipeg is the logical place to handle this for the reason that Toronto is too far
re~noved.'"~
He also believed that the newly opened Trms-Canada highway had
"ghtened

up" the relationship between Northwestern Ontario and Manitoba. Every

other insurance company ran their Northwestern Ontario business out of Winnipeg, but
Wawanesa's agents there petitioned the company to move the business back to Toronto.

In response Vanstone stated, '4 can imagine that this dissatisfaction with the present
arrangement has probably originated in the Kenora office, and this is not going to be a
sufficient reason to warrant any change."94 Despite the objections fiom the agents, the
transfer of business fiom Toronto to Winnipeg was permanentThe move into the Maritimes in 1935 was different. Uniilce the rest of Canada, no

mutual insurance company had ever successfully moved into the Maritimes. Large board
companies dominated the region and their desire to keep profits hi& resulted in rate

fixing and rnonop~lies?~
The Board of Directors for Wawanesa, upon examining
information from the Maritimes, expressed surprise at the cost of insurance. They stated,
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' ' F m rates were almost three times what we charge in the West-" They decided, based
on that information, that "We open up carefiilly and endeavor to do as much business as
could be properly looked

W i t h a year, Vanstone stated that his son ".JO

wanstone] is exceedingly carefid and has literaliy refused an awfûl lot of business."97
The enthusiasm, however, was short Iived.
The board companies did not initially put up a fight but as Wawanesa started to
take more business7they did react. By 1937 Vanstone complained:

There is a very aggressive organkation of Board
Companies here and every pamphlet that has been written
against Mutuals in the last 15 years has been re-published
and circulated broadcast here.
Makes it a little
discouraging to appoint an agent, give him supplies, to
have him send them back saying he had changed his mind.
A hurrïed visit to him will disclose the fact that he had been
swamped with adverse propaganda. Sometimes they
overcome ail his objections and he sticks. Sometimes he
doesn't but they are gaining and the end of the year will
show an improvement.g8
The board companies frequently argued that mutual companies were more prone to
disaster because they did not have the same type of financial reserves that the board
companies did. The C.E.L. Jarvis & Son Fire Insurance Company, for example charged
that Wawanesa policyholders could be held accountable for any loss the company
incurred, a fdlacy, or that mutuals were more prone to failure than board ~ornpanies.~~

The company atternpted to counteract these problems with its own propaganda campaign.

The company sent out a number of pamphlets discussing mutual companies and its
benefits. Wawanesa also demandeci an apology from the C.E.L.Jarvis & Son Fire

May 22, 1935, p. 17. Minutes 1935- 1943.
C.M. Vanstone to M C Holden, September 18, 1936. Holden- Correspondence 1936.
98 C.M. Vanstone to M.C. Holden, Iune 29, 1937. Holden - Correspondence 1937.
99 Advertisement, "Letter of Apology - to You" Ianuary 5, 1937. Advertising 1932 - 1939.
96 "Board of D~ectoxs,"
97

Insurance Company and upon receiving it, published it as part of the advertking
campaign. The company also used the insurance question-and-answer column of
Saturdav Nieht, which answered anonymous questions about insurance compam-es, to
bolster its reputation.'"

The problems in the Maritimes, however, prevailed. The

company talked of slowing growth to limit expenses, but could not keep the expenses in
the region down. 'O' in 1939, when the rest o f the company was reporting growth, the

Maritimes were stuck with heavy losses. 'O2 In 1942 the branch was transferred to an
agency, the Branch Manager was transferred to Head Office in Wawanesa, and the

branch closed. 'O3
After expanding both east and west, the company had nui out of new territory in
Canada. in December 1938, Vanstone responded to a letter f?om Holden, who appears to
have recornrnended a move into the United States. Vanstone replied:
1 have the desue to leam something about Washington and Oregon
... The only thing 1 know about these States is that Mutual
Companies are strong in both places, ancl some Canadian

Companies are operating there. The Canadian Fire, a pretty well
managed outfit, started a branch in California, and 1 believe have
doue very well.lM
Over the new few months, Vanstone repeatedly wrote to Holden requesting information

and suggesting areas to examine. Vanstone was convinced that the United States couid
become a profitable venture if the wmpmy could find a way to break into the market.

He also appreciated that growth was necessary to engage the most tdented employees.
"We have a lot of bright young men developing here [at the Wawanesa Head Office] and

insurance Column, SaturdavNieht Mamine, September 6, 1936, p. 2 1.
CM, Vanstone to M C Holden, October 4, L938. Holden- Conespondence 1938,
'O' C.M, Vanstone to M C Holden, Febniary 27, 1939- Holden - Correspondence 1939,
'O3 The Maritime operation ran as an agency until the mid-1970's when it again opened as a branch.
Io4
C.M. Vanstone to M C Holden, December 29,1938, Holden - Correspondence 1939'O0
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it is going to be to [sic] bad if we cannot fbd places in which they may develop.

'3

105

At

one time he even suggested "invading" Wisconsin and Minnesota, but stayed away
because of the 'talued policy laws" in those states. 'O6
Wawanesa, although encourageci by the prospect of expanding south, was
restrained by two major factors: the expense involveci and the onset of the Second World
War. After detailed costing, it discovered that it would cost as much as $200,000 to

move into the United States. Vanstone stated, "1 would hesitate at present t h e to take
this out of o u surplus to register in any of the western points."107 The other reason
Wawanesa did not expand into the United States was the onset of the Second World
~ a r'O8. A move into Washington or Oregon was last discussed in November 1939 and

never mentioned in the correspondence between Holden and Vanstone again.
Besides expansion into new temtorîes and into new product lines, Wawanesa dso
grew by promoting other companies in separate but related areas. Because these

companies were less than at am13 length from Wawanesa's managers and directors, the
company incurred censure for pemitting potential conflict of interest The first of these
ventures, the Occidental Fire Insurance Company, has already been discussed. Vanstone
was responsible for the creation of the Wapiti hsurance compky, the Liberty Fire
Extinguisher company, and Prairie Industries, as well as the development of the
Wawanesa Print Shop which was created after the local printer closed his doors.

Ibid.
C.M. Vanstone to MC.Holden, March 10, 1939, ibid.
'O7 C.M. Vanstone to M.C.Holden, May 9, 1939, ibid.
los As a note, Holden would eventuaiiy re-introduce an expansion iato the United States but the suggestion
would not corne until he had retired and was sitting on the Board of Directors in the early 1970s. The
company would open its h t Amencan branch office in 1975 in San Diego, California
'O5

'O6

For a number of years, the company held its reinsurance contracts with other
smaller companies that they managed or owned and also maintained a contract with

ond don.'^^

Lloyd's of

In 1928 Wawanesa decided to start another insurance company.

Built on the same principle as the Occidental had been twenty-six years earlier, the
Wapiti Innirance company was a stock company owned primarily by members of
Wawanesa. Wawaoesa's Board considered Wapiti necessary because of "the
unsatisfactory manner in which it [reinsurance] had been carrieci on and how we had been
forced to organize a separate company which could take care of the odd mercantile nsks
which were being sent in by our agents and which we could not take in the
Wawanesa.

991

10

The minutes go on to explain that the money for the creation of the

compauy was corning fiom "local capital" and the members of the Board of Directors

were invited to participate in the new company.

'

ll

Despite consistently stating that the two companies were distinct, Wawanesa held
a vested interest in the success of the Wapiti because of its reinsurance. In 1935

Vanstone c o d d e d to Milton Holden that the purpose of the Wapiti was to "retain it
fiusiness] al1 in the family."112 When taking about the family, Vanstone was refemng to

al1 of the companies that were controlled by the Head Office in Wawanesa. Much like its
predecessor, the Occidental, the Wapiti ran out of the same office as Wawanesa and some
believed that "dlthe good stuff used to go in there" that the "Wapiti had a wonderhl loss
971

record.
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Alex Naismith, a director for the Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company fiom

These small companies were discussed earlier in this chapter and included ones Wawanesa took over.
"Board of Directon," Febniary 7, 1928, p. L08. Minutes L926 - 1930.
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1927 to 1970, stated, 'They [those running the Occidental] were creaming the business.

The Wapiti did the same thuig. Both companies had a near zero loss ratio."'

l4

In 1937

Vanstone reported to the Board of Directors that there was "a very nice volume of
business fkom East as well as fkom the West coming in to the Wapiti Insurance Co. One

est.""^

loss of about $3300 had occurred in January in the

The near zero loss ratio and

the questionable assignment of business did not go unnoticeci by the public. Afier ten
years of what were likely very good profits, Vanstone and Wawanesa's directors had to
face the reality that "you can't serve two masters."

'

l6

Over the ten-year period that the Wapiti existed, it was rarely mentioned in the
Minute books or in correspondence until Vanstone and the Board of Directors detennined

that it was tirne to terxnïnate the Wapiti. In 1939 Board of Directors was informeci that
"some criticisrn.. . had been Leveled against the Wapiti insurance Company by cornpethg
Agents and [it was] suggested that the best method of checking the spread of such

propaganda was to have the Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company purchase al1 the
shares of the Company wapiti] outstanding."

l l7

Wawanesa' s policyholders and the

Dominion Govemment were concerned that Wawanesa's directors who held stock in
Wapiti were in conflict of interest. Vanstone consematively estimated that the Wapiti,
when wound up, would generate "one hundred and thirty or forty thousand dollars to be

added to the wawanesa."lL8 Running the Wapiti and the Wawanesa Mutual insurance
Company out of the same office with vimially the same Board of Directors created a
II4
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conflict of interest for aiI of the parties involved and the Wapiti was dismantled on
November 9, 1939.' l9
Equally controversial was Vanstone's promotion of a f i e extinguisher company.
In 1929, Vanstone saw a demonstration of the "Liberty Fire Extinguisher" in Michigan.
He was so taken with the possibilities of fire extinguishers for fire prevention and loss
reduction for the company that he recommended to the Board of Directors that
Wawanesa seriously consider starting a Liberty Fire Extinguisher Company in Canada.
The Board of Directors approved and raised money for the c o m p w At f k t sales to the
members of the company were "du11."'~~In response the company decided in 1935 to
Yoad7the extinguishers to the members based on the amount of insurance with the
company. As a result, Wawanesa itself began buying the extinguishers from the Liberty
Fire Extinguisher ~ o r n ~ a n T~his
. ~would
~ ' cause a number of problems later on for both

the Liberty and Wawanesa.
Within months of distributhg the extinguishers, "reports began to corne in which

showed that it had done its work of putting out the f i e wherever it was used."'"

By the

time the company reported on the extinguishers in 1937, it conservatively estimated the

savings of around one million dollars "by fïres being stopped by the use of this
99123

extînguisher.

As a result, the Board authorized the company to continue to invest in

other fire prevention products. As time progressed, other companies also displayed
interest in the product. Vanstone later explained that Wawanesa had sold the

"Board of Directors," November 9, 1939, p. 174. Minutes 1935 - 1943.
"Board of Directors," January 8, 1937, p- 99. Minutes 1935 - 1943.
'" C.M. Vanstone to M.C.Holden, August 4, 194 1. Holden -Correspondence 194 1.
Abid.
" Ibid.
lL9
"O
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extinguishers to "six or eight Mutuai Companies in Ontario," as well as Lloyd's of
London, the Saskatchewan Mutual and the Portage Mutuai.
Despite the seemuigly unequivocal success of the Liberty Fire Extinguisher, the
Board of Directors had again nm into a serious codict of interest. The Board for
Wawanesa authonzed the company to buy a product from the Liberty Füe Extinguisher
Company, a company in which al1 of the m e m b a of the board had a hancial interest,
The Dominion Insurance Inspecter, M.. Finlayson, originally approved of the plan to

establish the Liberty Fire Extinguisher but by 1936,

'" he too was beginning to express

some concem about the overlapping Boards of the two companies. 1x1 response to this
accusation, Vanstone stated:
Speaking technically, there is an objection to the directors of the
Wawanesa Mutual making money out of something which they
sold to the Insurance Company, but our directors went out on a
limb to provide the $15,000.00 to experiment with, and have no
remorse or an feeling of guilt at taking some of the profit out of
the venture. ,Y

Although the Board of Directors and Vanstone did not have a problem with continuhg to

make a profit fkom the Liberty Fire Extinguishers, the Department of Insurance did.

Wawanesa was eventually pressured into buying the Liberty Fire Extinguisher Company,
which was amalgarnated into the rest of the company.

%y 1939 the company had successfully made the transition from a strictly western
farmer's mutual to a Canadian mutual insurance company carrying a variety of lines for a
variety of different people, both m a l and urban. The transition for the Wawanesa

Mutual Insurance Company came over the p e o d of approxlmately forty years, but

lz4
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intensified between 1920 and 1943under the direction of Vanstone. Despite growing
pains and the recurrent threat of clos-are of some branches, the company never saw a
reduction in the business they wrote fiom year to year and were never forced out of
markets like theu smailer mutual competitors. The expansion into different lines of
business such as city dwellings and automobiles contributed to the cornpany's evennial
success in the cities and across the country- So, too, did a cautious but hungry
willingness to take advantage of cornpetitors' difficulties.
The cornpany's ability to successfully move into both different types of insurance

and different regions of Canada demonstrates the success of not oniy the management of
the cornpany, but aiso the success of its risk management strategy. Spreading risk across
the country allowed the company the opportunity to grow because it could insure that one
large prairie fire or regional drought would not devastate it. The poiicy of expansion that
Wawanesa engaged in was unique because it was bas& on the idea that p w t h could
prevent policy concentration and as a result limit the impact of naturai disasters. The
success of the mutual cornpany, nonetheless, caused other problems. In a company
reliant on the imagination of its leaders and with seemingly limitless opportunities for
expansion related to insurance but outside of the mutual form, it is not surprising that
issues arose which placed botb the company and its leadership in a conflict of interest.
The limitations placed on the mutual fom, despite the conflicts it created, were necessary
for the effective implernentation of the risk management strategy. Temtoriai expansion

and the expansion into new types of business, however, could only be practical if the
company was carefùl in those it insured. The second half of the strategy, as a result, was

careful selection of r i t based on a series of criteria that fiequentiy had Little to do with
the property it was insuring.

Chapter 4:
Moral Hazards and Other Such Perüs

The sleepy little community of Wawanesa that sat quietly beside the Souris River rarely
had to entice settlers. Amacteci by land in the late nineteenth century, the majonty of

those who settled in the area were either fiom Southern Ontario, the Maritimes, or Great
Britain. By the early twentieth century few new immigrant settlers moved into this area

because there was Little unbroken land, a relatively ethnically homogenized population
and only limiteci work on fanns. in essence, the town and district of Wawanesa had

reached a stable state of existence. As the Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company grew
within the confines of this little township, it adopted the values of the community. As the

company pushed to the outer reaches of Canada, many problerns arose. The expansion
had implications far beyond those of logistical organization and managenal

complications. Maintaining the quality of the insurance sold was relatively simple when
compared with the task of controlling the consumer, a necessity in the business of
insurance. By the middle of the First World War, questions started to arise about how to
control the nsk the company was taking on. The answer was simple: avoid al1 policies

which did not reflect the image of Wawanesa.
As the company grew, the number of agents and policyholders expanded

exponentially, and it became hcreasingly difficult to determine who was "a good risk."

By the tirne the First World War stnick, international insecurity in combination with
Iarger insurance losses raised questions about who the company was insuring Its oficers

and managers began to inquire about the "moral character" of those the company insured

and by the 1920s began to openly question the ethnic ongins of new policyholders and
agents. The onset of the depression brought with it new concerns about the moral
stability of its clients and ethnicity became the h t critena for insuring with the
company.' The challenge that confronteci Wawanesa, as a rural mutual founded in an
ethnically homogenous area, was how to evaluate policyholders at a distance, especidy
when they possessed a diverse background. Without access to a well-developed body of

achiarial information, they relied on prejudices and attitudes. Specifically, the company
sought and gave preferential rates to policyholders who conformed to standards of
respectability that were consistent with its conception of responsible and wholesome rural
life. Conversely, those who did not confom, because of their "morals," their urban
Iocations or especiaily their non-Anglo-saxon ethuicity, were viewed with suspicion.
As discussed in previous chapten, the work of Alfied D.Chandler, Jr., is essential

to explaining expansion. Chandler argues that one of the key factors in the development
of a company is its ability to grow efficiently and develop mass distribution techniques
that c m support the desired growth. There are, in tum, two key elements to the growth of

any company, marketing and distniution. Although Chandler discusses distribution in
the context of moving products fiom one place to another efficiently in industry, the
deveIopment of efficient and effective distribution for insurance is different. Chandler
States, "The new mass markets reduced the number of transactions involved in the flow
of goods, increased speed and regularïty of that flow, and so lowered costs and improved
productivity of the American distribution

stem."^

As Wawanesa expanded, it

' "Examine that Risk," Attached to Agent's Bulletin No. 37 - 12 (July 16, 1937) Holden - Correspondence
1937.

'AEed D.Chandler, Jr. The Visible Hand. p. 209.

essentially was selling to a %
' miss market." This increased share of the market, although
distribuhg risk, also forced the company to develop clear guidelines for the
administration of this new business*
One of the ways that Wawanesa dealt with its market was a streamlined
administrative "production line" with a l l business being managed by a central office- AI1
of the policies fiom across Canada, although handled by the independent agent initially,
al1 ended up at the Head Office in Wawanesa, By doing this, Wawanesa was able to
control, at least to some extent, the business being sold. On a small scale, this worked
because it was easy to control the nsks being sold based on personal knowledge of the
individual to whom it was being sold. As the product lines became more diversified and
the company expanded geographically, the risk became more difficult to manage because

it relied on everyone tkom the agent to the Head Office clerk making accurate judgments.

In order to manage the nsk, Wawanesa established a system of careful selection
of policyholders. By 1917 the company was forced to start clearly developing guidelines
that enforced the ideals of the Head Office. Pnor to extensive growth, these regulations
were not required because they were implied. Everyone on the "production line" knew
and understood the principles the Wawanesa Mutual insurance Company was based on

and there was no need to articulate them as guidelines.
Developing regulations and clear guidelines that differentiated the "good" tiom
the '%ad" risk was not a simple mathematicd task. For many mutual insurance

companies, establishing a rate for insurance sold and selecting policyholders was initially

a simple task because most companies were located in small towns and limited their
business to those who lived in the same small commmities. As companies like

Wawanesa grew, however, problems arose because it was more difficult to select
policyholders based on personai knowledge. The agents of the company became the
fiont lioe of defense against poor risks, and the company utilized an agent's personal
knowledge of the potential policyholder to separate the good risks from the bad. Unlike
the life insurance industry, those in property and casualty insurance did not have the

benefit of sound actuanal data. In fact, the fïrst actuariai organïzation established to deai
in casudty insurance was not established until 1914 and does not appear to have been

used by any of the smailer insurance companies and was never usai by Wawanesa during
this time period.3
Some insurance companies turned to or developed insurance organizations, which
shared information and helped build some statistical base for rates. The result, in some
regions like the Maritimes, was organizations that serveci as rate fIxers. Wawanesa,
however, had been notorious for refùsing to join any form of insurance organization. In
1918, when the Western Canadian Mutual Fire Insurance Association was created, the

company flatly refûsed the offer to join. By 1934 the company joined organizations like
the Mutual Insurance Underwriters Association of Ontario and became advocates of
policies that promoted carefiil selection of risk. Major Smith, the branch manager for
Ontario, presented a speech suggesting that carefùl selection of risk was crucial to the
success of a mutual insurance company!

The hesitation to join other professional

organizations like the Blue Goose, a social organization for insurance professionals,

--

-

-
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suggested a lack of trust on the part of the company towards those in the industry- The
result was that the company did not have access to data when it moved uito new regions

and relied on Company underwrïters to select good business based on their knowledge of
Western Canada.

In the absence of strong actuarial data and without information fiom other
companies, Wawanesa depended on the opinions of the undenmiters to determine the
cost of the policies and set rates. Many companies, when moving into new regions, relied

on an underwriter's assessrnent of the new area to set the cost of insurance.
When a new form of insurance is initiated or a new classification
or territory established, there may be a considerable variety in the
opinion of individual under-ters
as to what the rates should be;
but the consensus of opinion invariably produces a rate. Later,
when statistics as to the actual losses under the new coverage,
classification or temtory, finally are acquired, the problem is not
'%bat should the rate have been?" but "how much should the
existing rates be changed as a result of the factors obser~ed?'~
Wawanesa, like many insurance companies, set rates and regularly adjusted the rate to
meet the changes in different areas of the company. Statistical data and rate adjustments,

however, could not prevent the company from taking on poor risks. Avoiding nsks
completely became extremely important as it averted the possi'bility of fùture problems
by applying general criteria to a large body of potential policyholders.

The Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company worked diligently to maintain a low
profile policy toward policyholder selection. The introduction of concepts like the
rebuilding clause, which miaimized the nsk of a person burning a building for profit by
requiring the insurance money be used to rebuild the lost building within feet of the
5

Arthw Bailey cited in Casualty Ac-al
Society. Foudation of Casualty Actuarial Science. (New
York: R&S Financial Printing, 1990.) p.8

onginal, helped to reduce certain nsks but could not eliminate them. Rapid expansion,
however, forced the company to adopt a blanket policy that established certain culturai
guidelines to determine what was a suitable risk, and what was not. As a result, the
Wawanesa Mutual insurance Company applied risk management policies based on its
knowledge of its own community.
One of the most important elements for an insurance company to become a

success is the quafity of the business it writes. Poor business will result in heavy losses

and will, in a very short time, drain the company coffers of al1 reserves. In insurance,
profit is rarely made fkom what is defined as written premiums, but in a perfect world, a
company would be able to write an amount of business which was equd to or more than

the losses suffered in a year. This is what is refmed to as an underwrïting profit.
Unfortmately, the vast majority of the t h e , this is not possible and companies rely on
investment income to make up the differences between the underwriting money and the
daims losses. In an attempt to close the gap between the losses and the written

premiums, companies generaily adopt a series of guidelines which attempt to define what

rnakes a policyholder a good risk. In 1937, C.M.Vanstone stated that the key to ca-g
good risk was the %ide distribution of risks both as to character and location has always
been the first rule of safety for f i e insurance ~orn~anies."~
Throughout the early pact of the twentieth century, until the introduction of town
dwelling insurance in 1927 and automobile inmance in 1929, the company insured
f m e r s , and only f a e r s . Wawanesa, with its twenty years of experience in the
insurance business rnanaged to determine what made a good famier. In early

6
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promotional material, it fiequently stated that "our insurance is not intended for anything
but the bona fide fmers."' Tenant fmers also did not quali@ because they couid move
at any time. * Only f m e r s on productive land should be insured and they should also
have production on the f m that "supports the buildings and maintains the value of the
sa~ne."~
Fanners o n "nomproductive propertyi,' were considered to be more Wrely to burn

down their buildings in order to coiIect the insurance money.10 To its agents, the

company defined what a fanner was not. A farrner was not "a man who keeps grain in
his dwelling." It went on to state that "we won't forget we are a good company for good

'

f m e r s and not a poor company for poor fannets."' As well, 'Big Farrning Companies

... are not good risks and not the class of risk this Company was formed to accept ... the
owners are usually not f m e r s and the company was formed for the inswance of Farrners
only""
Although the company slowly moved into insuring automobiles and town
dwellings, it still concerneci itself with the definition of the good farmer into the 1930s.
While discussing one loss, M.C. Holden, branch manager for British Columbia, explained
that '%hilethey [the policyholders] were not good f m e r s they were well respected
people."L3 Holden expressed amazernent at the fact that the couple had been able to pay
for the insurance premium and added that it was likely the daughter, a teacher, who had
7
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been paying for the in~urance.'~
Clearly, being a good f-er

was still important, if only

because it suggested financial security.

By the late 1930s, durhg the depression, the classification of the good fmer
appears to have changed in the opinion of the company. in a 1938 letter, Vanstone
explained that the "large

fami risk is the good one.

The man who has accumulated

enough surplus to build a good house and a good barn and good outbuildings is a more
carefbl man and has proven with us to be the best class of nsk."

l5

As fannïng changed in

Western Canada, so too had the criteria for the farmers. Vanstone does caution against
the "hobby farms" though. He believed that these f m s were run '%y millionaires [who]
feed horses with silver ~ ~ o o n s . "Although
'~
it is difficult to detemine where the
company placed the line between middle class and wealthy, it would be fair to Say that
the line was thin and dependent on circumstances and the agent.
Also to be avoided were potential customers who represented a "mord hazard."
A moral hazard described everyone from the brothel owner to those with insecure family
lives. Selecting policyholders by evaluating the mord hazard posed by a person was not
adopted only by the Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company. in fact, the majority of

The fïrst straightforward
insurance companies in Canada adopted this ~riterion.'~
reference to "mord hazard" as a risk appeared in the Annual Report for 1923. Here
Vanstone wamed of "men who are engaged in any immoral practices, bootleggers,
gambiers or men who are suspecteci of undue farniliarity with women other than their

'"id.
C.M. Vançtone to M.C. Holden, January 18,1938. Holden - Correspondence 1938l6 &id.
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~ives."'~
Vanstone felf "cùcumstances fiequently arïse which makes it necessary for
them to move out quickly.~"9 The other reason that the company believed that buildings

owned by these high-nsk individuals were susceptible to buming was that the 'misguided
neighbor" might burn down the house to rid the area of the suspect individual."

Five

years later Vanstone again preached about the importance of selecting nsks based on,
among other cnteria that will be discussed later, the maritai status of the man. Vanstone
maintaineci that a married man was a better risk than a single man because he had "a
better sense of responsibility and a greater desire for re~~ectability."'~'
In 194 1 Vaastone
explained how he often "sized up" men stating, "the main thing, after ail, being to be able
to read men's character and avoid men with doubtful reputations. Even the ones with the
most saintly appearance are very often the worst type."u The selection of risk based on
moral hazard was not limiteci to the perceived character of the man within his
community. The company also carefully considered his standing in society and ethnicity

before deciding if he was a suitable candidate for insurance with Wawanesa.
One of the ways that the Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company atternpted to
lirnit those they were amacting was through selective advertising. In a 1932 letter, M.C.

Holden stated that "there is always the danger, of course, that we may be securing a class
of policyholder whom we don? want but 1think this is a negligible factor if we confine
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' Ibid.
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Rate Guide 1928," p. 19 (b) found in Rate Manuais, Guides for Agents.
C.M. Vanstone to W.O.Peterson, November 8, t 94 1. Peterson, Bill - Vanstone, CM. 194 1 - 1943.

our advertking to the radio."*

Holden seemed to believe that radio advertising reached

an audience which could afEord the cost of the radio and thereby eliminated those with
Iower incornes.

The company's reputation for success also attracted those who were considered to
be "the better class of people." In 1932, Vanstone explained that '4 have always thought

the man who is in moderate circumstances to be a better risk than the person with
abundant wealth," since he was more likely to be careful with the belongings that he
owned. 24

Vanstone commented in 1935 that, although the "city residences" had been

considered to be an extremely "profitable class" in prior years, they had "now shown a
loss over practically all of America exceeding 50%, making them no longer profitable.""
The problem was that the '%etter class of people, who have fiequent celebration, and in
the course of these spiil liquor on to Chesterfields or bum holes in the m s of the chairs
when under the influence of liq~or."26 Vanstone also ùidicated that the Company had

attempted to avoid this "class of people" and he did 'hot believed that the people who
insure with us, as a class, [are] liable to give us very much trouble over this particular
form of claim [cigarette bums and scorche~.]"~'Vanstone appears to have strongly
believed that Wawanesa would be able to avoid this risk by avoiding well-to-do city
dwellers, but there is no indication that he felt threatened by the wealthy f m e r s .

ln 1936 Vanstone expressed concerns about growing cornpetition and the
decreasing cost of insurance for the "good" nsk. The cost had become so low for the
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better risk that ''1suggested we would be owing the assured something when he gave us
an application - a diamond ring - or a paid up life p ~ l i c ~ .This
" ~ ~type of cornpetition
made it difficult to remain cornpetitive in Ontario. Vanstone believed that the company

would have to work on fïnding the better nsk and insure it at a cost that left "something
for the c ~ r n ~ a n Attracting
~ . " ~ ~ the high quality nsk, however, would not get easier as the

company faced increased cornpetition and mountuig qualifications for "the good risk." In
1939 Vanstone explored the problems of risks and the rates charged in a letter to MC.

Holden. The c o n u n d m was that "the good risks are carrieci at too high a rate and the
poor risks at too low a rate.""

The idea was to continue attracting what the company

defined as good business by lowering the cost while at the same time maintainhg the rate
for the high risk for fear of losing business.
As well Vanstone and other members of the Company fiequently distinguished
between those living in the city and those who resided in the country. This distinction

arose not just fkom a rural prejudice against cities, but also corn the growing record of
claims data. Vanstone developed his own distaste for city life, once stating after
retuming to the town of Wawanesa that it was "good to get back to civilization again.""

But the company's preference for those living in the rural areas also reflected the cost of
claims. As a result, a discount was given to fmers on automobile insurance. Vanstone
stated, "farrn cars have shown us the best loss ratio

... The reduction is made because the

C M .Vanstone to M.C. Holden, September 10, 1936. Holden - Correspondence 1936.
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Vanstone to MC. Holden, Novernber 6,1939. Holden - Correspondence 1939.

'' C.M. Vanstone to M.C. HoIden, December 1, 1941. Holden - Correspondence 1941.

time that an operating farmer can spend on the roads is limited and due aïs0 to the fact
that the hazard is less on country roads than in the ~ i t y ? ~

Adapting to those living in the city was not the o d y adjustrnent the company
needed to rnake. As waves of immigrants entered the country, the ethnic origin of
policyholders became increasingly important for the company. The first vague reference
to the importance of ethnicity appeared in the Annual Report for 1917. In it, Kernpton
wamed that the 'Târmers' own aiien hired man" was a high risk for the company because
these men were prone to buming down the buildings." The fïrst explicit reference to
ethnic background appears in 1928 in an agents' guide where Vanstone stated that
"certain nationalities seem to be devoid of any moral responsibility and we do not desire

any dealings with s u ~ h - He
' ~ went
~ on to urge checking the background of the person by
tracking his immigration history. He wamed that, regardless of the actual birthplace, if a

person had immigrated through the United States, '%e gives his nationaiity as
'~rnerican."'~~
The desire of some policyholders to hide their tme nationaiity, however,
should not come as a surprise because the company, in the same year, stated that it would
not insure any 'property owned by Greeks and ~yrians.'"~
In 1935 there was a growing concern about the respectability and ethnicity of
po tential policyholders. ui a letter to M C . Holden, Vanstone emphasized the importance

of recmiting a certain groups of policyholders. He referred to an individual who was

seekhg an agency with Wawanesa and 'lias a good class of English and Icelandic people

32 C.M. Vanstone to M.C.Holden, June 20, 1934, Holden - Vanstone, CM. 1934- Vanstone &O referred
somewhat sarcastically to "weil to do city foik."
33 Annual Report ending December 3 1, 19 17. Annuai Reports - Pamphlets 1905- 19 19.
34 "Agents1Rate Guide 1928," p. 19 (ô) found in Rate Manuais, Guides for Agents
35 Ibid.
36 "Agents1Rate Guide 1928," p. 13 found in Rate Manuais, Guides for Agents.

wishing to insure with us." Vanstone advised Holden to investigate the person's financial
standing and if it was considered acceptable, to "give him particulars of our 'Special

Select' clause and other matters that would help him secure some business."37 Two

things are apparent fkom this letter. The h t is that the reputation of those that the
company was airning to insure was very important. The second is that the company
wished to guarantee that the agent was just as reputable as the people he was aùning to

recruit.

By 1937 the company's concerns about the background of the potential
policyholder reached a head. Vanstone communicated his decision to avoid certain risks
by eIirninating those with specific ethnic backgrounds:

We are sending out a circular to our agents telling hem that we
can no longer write ükraulians, Ruthenians, Assyrians, Galicians,
Doukhobors and other southem European races and while 1 expect
we will have to make a good many exceptions with agents who
have been writing these people successfully yet we will eliminate a
lot of the unsatisfactory losses over the rest of our territory?
Vanstone correctly anticipated the reaction as a number of the agents cornplaineci about
these

restriction^.^^

The company recognized that the tennination of business for these

ethnic groups "was not done in a very diplornatic manner" and believed that "for
sometime we will undoubtedly feel the result of the manner in which it was carried

out.'**0 The company, however, beiieved that this was critical to Iimiting the losses that
they had been experiencing during the depression.

Vanstone to MC. Holden, May 23, 1935. Holden - Correspondence 1935.
C.M. Vanstone to M.C. Holden, Aprii 22, 1937. Holden -Correspondence 1937.
39 CM. Vanstone to MC.Holden, June 3, 1937. Holden - Correspondence 1937.
'O Ibid.
37 CM.

Ln the same year, the company published a guide for the inspection of risk. In a
pamphlet entitled "EXAMINE THAT RISK! 1s it good?," the company asked the agent
to "check these points on every Risk: 1) Racial origin, 2) Moral Hazard 3) Occupancy

class of risk, 4) Exposures, 5) Physical condition: construction, chimneys, etc., 6)
Housekeeping, 7) Heating, 8) Lighting, 9) Rate." The pamphlet then instnicted to send it
on to the Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company only "if 'o.k.' on every pint.'*'

It is

interesting that the actual state of the property the company was examining was haif way

down the list at number five. The type of person that the company was considering
insuring was more important than the type of property they were insuring.

Although the guidelines established by the company appear to be ruthlessly
discnminatory in certain places, in others Vanstone offers explanations for the selection
of risk. In 1938, he stated that "in Western Canada our experience on Chinese business

has been unfavourable due p d y to the fact that they seem to pick out the worst physical

hazard in the different towns and rent it for their laundry or restaurant.. .'*2 Here the
suggestion is that the policy was established not because the Chinese were "different,"
but because they chose or could only afford poor quality business accommodation which

bore a higher risk and claims history. Although their decision to avoid "special
solicitation" still suggests that the company made wide generaiizations, at least in this
case, the logic was explained.

Ethnic stereotypes also infIuenced Wawanesa's dialogues with other rnutuals, as
was the case in its assistance to one smaU mutual Iocated near Emerson Manitoba. The

"Examine that Risk! 1s it good?" was attached to Agent's Bulletin no. 37 - 12 (July 16, 1937). Holden Correspondence 1937.
42
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Board of Directors descriied the mutual in 1939 as consisting of 'people of German
extraction (a good many of them beùig Mennonites.)" The "Geman" mutual apparently
required assistance because it had 'kcently taken in some other nationalities with rather
disastrous r e s u l t ~ . ' Although
~~
the details are not clear, Wawanesa considered the risk
involved on this small mutual to be low and had no difficulty helping it hancially. in
order to rectie the problem, Wawanesa recommended removing those policies held by
the "other nationalities" in order to clean up the business that the "German Mutual" was
carrying.

The Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company was speaking fiom experïence when
they talked about "cleaning up" business. in 1941 Vanstone recalled the town of

Rosthem which '%as always been a difficuit sport for us. 1 can rernember when Our loss
ratio there was very bad." The probletn was that 'Were are various nationalities
operating there, few of whom we c m trust, so that any business we take should be pretty
well scrutinized.'"

Clearly Vanstone felt it necessary to send a waming to the inspector

for the area to guarantee that the company did not take on any unacceptable risks. This is

an example of Wawanesa's "production line" attitude toward nsk which had the agents
selling the insurance but the company spot checking the risks to guarantee the quality of
business sold was within the required perimeters.
Wawanesa was not exceptional in its evaluation of the ethnic backgrounds of its
policyholders. It, Like other insurers, shared information through various industry and
underwriters' associations. In 1940 Vanstone recalled visiting another large casuaity
company in the United States which also utilizeci a list to determine whether or not the
-

-

-

-
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potential policyholder was eligible for insurance with that company? One of the

organizations Wawanesa associateci with, Fire Underwriters ' Investigation and Loss
Information Bureau of Canada, used the ethnic background and opinions of neighbors in
reports. Part of one such report reads:
The assured ... is a native of Jugo-Slovakia, married and a resident
of Canada for nine years and now naturalized. He has two
previous tire losses in Alberta, which appear to have been very
opportune ones. He is regarded by most of the neighbours in his
settiement, as a tricky individual?
This short statement illustrates the issues that were viewed as important in underwriting
good business, ethnicity and moral character, Wawanesa and the Fire Underwriters were
not aione in their classification of risk.
Establishing any company in the financial sector was a challenge, but a national
insurance Company faced major logistical problems. In order to remain profitable, an
insurance company needed an underwriting profit that supportai the losses incurred
during a year. In order to achieve a profit, carefùl underwriting was essential. The first

line of defense was the creation of clear guidelines that ensured that the premiums were
relative to the risk taken. I f the company believed that there were too many unknown
factors about a certain risk, it decided not to insure the risk. On this principle the
Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company developed its policies regarding the moral hazard

and ethnicity of its policyholders to 1943. Poor experiences and uncertainty led to
guidelines that eliminated risks according to societd factors. Establishing a strict policy
with regard to the moral character and ethnicity of a potential policyholder allowed the

C.M.Vanstone to MC. Holden, h e 4, 1940. Holden - Correspondence 1940.
Loss report on a policyholder by the Fire Underwriters' investigation and Loss Infortnation Bureau of
Canada frorn 25& of November, 1936. The name of the policyholder has been omitted to insure privacy.
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Company to limit what they believed were poor risks. The relationship between this risk
management policy and the reduction in losses is impossible to determine but it is clear

that reducing the moral hazards and other such perils was an important consideration in
the creation and development of the risk management policy.

Conclusion
When the seventy-six fannets agreed to attach their names to the Wawanesa Mutual
hsurance Company, it is unlikely they anticipated what would follow. Nearly f
i
eyears
later, the company had not only survived where most others had failed, but was at the top
of its field. Achieving excellence in insurance, however, was not a simple task. Aionzo
Kempton started a company which was no different than any other mutual on the prairies.
Within two years he realized that success could not rest on a township mutual and
comprehended that expansion was a key to building the business. As the company
moved outside of the township, it grew and soon employed a staff that grew
exponentially. Within twenty years, the Company, growing in al1 respects, had become
more than Kempton was capable of handling. At this moment, the company's growth
stalled, if only brïefly. Kempton made way for the taskmaster, Vanstone, who

understood business and people, both crucial to the success of the mutual. Vanstone

refined and rationalized a structure and a strategy for the company that had been
developed under Kempton in practice, but without plan. This structure included a
network of agents and provincial offices with a centralized support staff. The strategy

was one of expansion for effective risk management. Vanstone's organizational
capabilities and his vision made expansion possible again and within Iess than ten years
the company had a national license. By 1935, the cornpany was truly national and
flowishing.
There are three key components to Wawanesa's success. The first was a clear
organizationai structure. The company was not only administered by strong executives
but it was managed on a day to day basis by the same individuals. This intricate

bowledge of the day to day operations aiiowed both Kempton and Vanstone to gauge
the company's capacity to grow and evolve. Both men were strong leaders but each

offered something different to the company. Kempton was an excellent visionary and an
extraordinary salesman. These qualities were both necessary and important to a budding
company, but were of limited use to a mid-size company with a full complement of
employees and a solid board of directors. Vanstone, howeva, was both interested in and
able to nui a functional and efficient office. Although he was occasionally resented for
his domineering ways, he managed the company through some of Canada's most difficult
social and economic periods. In their very diffetent ways, both men demonstrateci the
importance and limitations of leadership. Their constructive ability to execute their
leadership depended very much upon the company's stage of development. What
worked and advanced the company in one set of circumstances did not benefit the
company in other times.

The second crucial element to Wawanesa's corporate structure was its stfi
Although employees and agents are key to any insurance companies success, they are
rarely mentioned. Unlike other companies, Wawanesa did not experience unionization or
labour difficulties. The company instead relied on a strong base of dedicated employees
to "sell" the Wawanesa name and aid in the growth of the company. The agents, the
office staff, and advertising ail played a role in building the company. Although each
was intrinsically linked with the other, the agents composed the largest and most
important of the three. Crucial for selling insurance and selecting risk, these agents were
spread across the country and served as Wawanesa's fkont Iine. Advertising
complemented the agents and the company advertised in an attempt to reach those not in

contact with a regular agent. The office staff, on the other hand, served as administrative
support and was responsible for the papenvork and inspections that kept the company
operatùig in an efficient manner. Without good agents, and a strong support staff, the
company would not have been able to expand and grow in the fashion that it did.
The tbrd component to Wawanesa's success was the strategies it embarked on to
encourage carefbl growth and execute a strong nsk management poiicy. Initially growth
was possible through geographic and product lïne expansion. This took Wawanesa into
different regions of Canada and allowed the company to spread risk. Developing new
areas for the company, however, was particularly troublesome. Successful expansion
required knowledge of the market that Wawanesa did not possess. One strategy
employed to circumvent this difficulty was the takeover of numerous other mal1
mutuals. This allowed Wawanesa to penetrate the new regions and eliminate poor nsks.
Success in new regions, however, was advanced by changes in product Iine and
adaptations that were made to meet a changing society. Wawanesa explored the uban
market and settled ioto new areas complimenthg a careful expansion across Canada.
Although expansion alone is usually credited for Wawanesa' s success, growth
alone did not guarantee financial stability. The key to a successful insurance company is
not its ability to have large quantities of business, but is instead its ability to have a
significant arnount of good business. In order to achieve good business, however, the
company needed to define what made a policyholder "good'or %ad?

By applying

critena that eliminated certain classes and ethnic groups, the company felt it could 1-t
the risks it was taking. The success or failure of specific policies remains unclear.
However, the implication is that Wawanesa was able to successfùlly manage its nsk and

as a result, saw both growth and a profit which sustained the company through any

difficulties they encountered.
Starting any small business came with challenges, but insurance was different.

Udike Aifred D. Chandler Jr.'s Dupont, the Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company is a
study of a company that started out with smaU nual roots and Limiteci ambitions. The
determination of two strong individuais, Kempton and Vanstone, supported by a solid
board of directors, forced the company to success. This entrepreneurid spirit and drive is
difficult to account for in a standard study of managerial efficiency. Revisithg the idea
that a single entrepreneur's dnve can result in corporate success is one of the key
contributions this thesis makes to the field of business history. The thesis also suggests
that a succession of strong leadership punctuated by a crisis at the end of the leaders'
terms was the key to corporate growth. Although Chandler and bis followers

acknowledge the presence of the individual as a part of the corporate structure, the
companies that they explore have exceeded a size where a single person c m know their
business from the clerical positions to the board of directors meetings.

In the history of srnall business, historians like Mansel Blackford have made
advances that point towards the entrepreneur as a driving force. However, small business
history does overlook the importance of efficiency as a business grows. The central

problem is that business histories are written either about the small business that remains
small or the big business that had never been extrernely small. Little is written about the
transition that a company must undergo to become large and a relative success in its field.
Wawanesa is rare onIy because Iittle is known about other companies of a simila. size
and origin. In Wawanesa's transition, what separated this company from others of its

kind was the detexmination of its leaders to promote growth carefully and manage
effectively,

The Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company is a smaii town success story. Udike
many of the insurance companies that started in the late nineteenth century, Wawanesa

surviveci. Explaïning the success or failure of any Company is difticult and this is no
exception. The key components, however, are rooted in successfùl leadership, effective
organization, and aggressive risk management- Wawanesa, however, separated itself

fiom most other companies when it dedicated itself to its rural roots and its small town
heritage. It applied a township mutual philosophy, "'insure those you know," to a nation.
Its success in doing so is what made Wawanesa "the great city on the prairies" with good

men, few moral hazards and a nation fil1 of proud Mr. Wawanesa's.
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Mutuai Insurance Company and the Portage Mutual Insurance Company.
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